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Editors’ notes
After a successful relaunch of ADEM in 2018, as ADEM Associate Editors for 2019, we are keen
for this magazine to continue to be a regular feature that complements the various works that
Drama Australia produces and disseminates for its members by providing them and the wider
educational communities with thought provoking material whether they are from national
and international research perspectives or from the various practical application of creative
processes commonly used and diversified to meet the needs of its participants. We aim to
continue to encourage our members, as well as artists from all over Australia and abroad, to
contribute articles that inform, provoke and support creative thinking which has become a
somewhat latent prominent focus in all aspects of education.
We, as dedicated educators are very busy people all of the time and, even during our school
breaks where we endeavour to regenerate and replenish our energies, we are constantly
reflecting on how well we have performed so far (that persistent niggling feeling that maybe
we could have done that much more) in delivering content, meeting those endless deadlines,
collaborating, connecting, networking, proposing, justifying, advocating etc. etc. etc. As Drama
educators we add to this list the endless hours we volunteer for extra lunchtime tuition, after
school, weekend and holiday rehearsals, evening performances, events, excursions and we
yet couldn’t really have it any other way. As a wise young drama teacher once wrote for a
competition which he won, ‘Drama Teachers work for applause’.
And here we were, requesting that you make some time to write an article for ADEM!
We would love to acknowledge the high quality educators, artists and researchers who have
contributed to this year’s edition of ADEM. It is a rich and diverse offering of what is occurring
in the classroom, theatres and also in each State’s Association, from all around Australia, a
snapshot into these areas for a moment. It is by sharing that we learn together and collaborate
with one another, which we hope, is reflected in ADEM 2019, our Drama community.
Nina Rossini
Editor

Tamara Sweetman
Associate Editor
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The Australian Curriculum
for the Arts – five years old:
its conception, birth and
first school report
John O’Toole
The University of Melbourne, Australia

John O’Toole was Lead Writer for The Arts and for Drama in the Australian Curriculum. He was the Foundation
Chair of Arts Education at the University of Melbourne, 2005-2010, and formerly Professor of Drama and
Applied Theatre at Griffith University. He has taught drama and arts education for over forty years to all ages
and on all continents, and written numerous teachers’ texts and research books. In 2001 he was awarded a
Lifetime Achievement award by the American Alliance of Theater and Education. In 2014 he was awarded the
Order of Australia (AM) for services to drama and arts education.
The article was first published in Australian Art Education, Vol 38. No 1, 2017 (ISSN 1032-1942).
Five years have passed since the Federal Government ratified the Australian Curriculum: Arts for
(almost) Australia-wide implementation. That official baptism followed a gestation and delivery
period almost as long – from 2009-2013 – and procreation efforts that had spanned twenty years and
one miscarriage. After five years, most babies are ready to face school and its curriculum … and their
first report. How school-ready is this toddler? And come to that, how ready are the schools to accept
and nurture this creative tot? A good time for the first school report, perhaps.

Introduction – An Historic Moment
For the arts, having substance and being visible in a school curriculum is all a matter of moments
– choosing the moment of opportunity to open the school gate and enter that domain of
privileged knowledge, the curriculum. The stars aligned for just such an opportunity in the first
decade of the new millennium, globally and locally, though not without irony in both cases.
On the world stage, UNESCO in 2006 unprecedentedly declared Arts Education to be a Priority
Area; the organisation had quite recently expanded its official recognition of arts education’s
peak bodies to four: InSEA (Visual Arts), ASME (Music), IDEA (Drama) and WDC (Dance). Soon
those would join up for greater lobbying power into the WAAE (World Alliance of Arts Education).
Also in 2006 UNESCO held its first World Conference in Lisbon, preceded by three regional
meetings of member states, to help agree on basic principles and sketch out priorities.
An Australian delegation of three went to Korea: one from ACARA (the neat acronym for The
Australian Curriculum, Reporting and Assessment Authority mouthful); one from DEETYA
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(as Education in Canberra called itself at that time); and as Australia’s first Chair of Arts
Education I represented the teachers. Korea was a fine conference – good listening and sharing;
clear sets of principles emerging; academic friendships and partnerships founded that are
still‑standing. The other two regional conferences resulted in similarly productive and cogent
lists of recommendations. The whole exercise was imbued with intelligence and integrity.
Except for UNESCO’s central officials, who then organised Lisbon without much of either.
A conference of a thousand delegates without any discernible presence of children or young
people was presented with a fait-accompli of a ‘Road-Map’ for arts education to be endorsed
without prior scrutiny. The Road-Map ignored completely those three cogent sets of regional
recommendations; in fact, it had been drummed up in advance – in confidence and with
overconfidence – by a cabal of UNESCO insiders. This document was backward-looking,
unbalanced, culturally inept and totally Western/traditional-oriented, and vapidly devoid of
intellectual substance, artistic ideas or educational vision. But here’s the irony – it sparked such
a storm of protest from the world arts education community that a vigorous on-line protest
movement and debate at conferences round the world ensued, and within a year an ‘Alternative
Road-Map’ with real substance, incorporating many of the regional recommendations,
was being debated. A much more cogent ‘Seoul Agenda’ was endorsed at the 2nd UNESCO
conference in Korea in 2010, and the intellectual debate continues reinvigorated, in WAAE and
the corresponding research association INRAE.
Locally too we started with a moment of triumph rare in the history of arts education anywhere,
and also not without irony. Australia’s arts teacher associations all came together in 2008
to pitch for a place in the proposed National Curriculum. The National Advocates for Arts
Education (NAAE), led by General Julie Dyson from AusDance and her able lieutenants from
Drama, Media, Music and Visual Arts, found their moment of opportunity, and with brilliant
strategy and unusual unity sneaked past the DEETYA gatekeepers into the National Curriculum’s
core Learning Areas. Our Trojan horse, ironically, was John Howard’s determination to see a
National Curriculum that was more than just PISA-driven by Maths, Science and English (yes,
what he wanted was a return to white-armband History, but that provided the chink through
which we squeezed too). And there was our Odysseus, the once-in-a-lifetime appointment
of an artist as Minister of Education, a famous rock star no less. And we were in, along with
Geography, HPE and Languages as the second-wave subjects.

Fusing the DNA
The basic structure of generating and writing the curriculum was both effective and very
unusual in one respect: how consultative, open and democratic it was. No small team of
appointed ‘expert’ insiders, nameless and faceless, with or without ideological imperatives
to drive them. There were experts, certainly, both numerous and openly chosen; there were
official submissions, stakeholder and professional lobby groups; there were advisory groups
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of teachers to try out and respond to the structures as they emerged; and anyone else who
wanted it got their say as well. This of course had advantages and disadvantages…
ACARA’s first clever move was to appoint a Project Officer, a smart and fearless young education
administrator with recent classroom experience and no known status-quo affiliation – and
not even from the ‘established art-forms’ or ‘senior States’ (in fact a drama teacher from
Queensland). Her task was to draw up a rudimentary draft ‘Position Paper’, to use as a starting
point to focus the discussion during the all-important first meeting, a two-day gathering of
the wisdom of the tribe. About sixty senior arts educators attended, wearing among them a
lot more hats than that: between them they had to represent all art forms; all age and ability
levels; all States and Territories; all systemic educational authorities in all those states; the
teachers of all those art forms and their professional associations; the teacher educators, allied
academics and professional development bodies; principals and educational administrators;
and professional artists from the industry too. The one voice missing, of course, was the
students themselves – then and throughout, as always, and inevitably.
It was an extraordinary ask, for such a disparate group of senior functionaries to come to
agreement on anything in the arts in two days. But we did, such was the spirit of goodwill and
hope; we all knew that this was a one-off opportunity for the arts. The meeting was imbued in
general with many common philosophical standpoints, some of which we just took for granted
and didn’t bother to discuss. One small instance: Australian arts education across all states
allows theory to grow from practice - we share the perspective that teaching the arts means
teaching people in and through the arts as both artists and audience, not just about the arts (as
is the tradition in many European countries, for instance).
The meeting finished with an unexpected and overwhelming majority agreement on a number
of key principles that became our Moses’s Tablets of Stone, and with which we worked for the
next three years. There was not consensus, of course, nor universal delight.
These principles were:
• Five art forms would be represented as full ‘subjects’ within the Arts Learning Area:
Dance, Drama, Media (later renamed Media Arts), Music and Visual Arts.
ACARA accepted this grouping with relief, having anticipated much more infighting. This
unified and rationalised the slightly different configuration of the arts in some states: for
instance, some states had Design or Visual Communication as separate art forms, and one state
had Theatre and Drama as separate syllabuses. A lively debate about Design at the meeting
was resolved with the acknowledgment that Design should be strongly addressed within the
visual arts, but that it should also figure in the other four art forms (who all of course laid claim
to their own diverse definition of design as a key factor in their art forms too).
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• Those five arts would be designated alphabetically, and each have parity within the
curriculum.
That did set the cat among the pigeons, with some representatives of Music and Visual Arts
inclined to pull rank with their much longer curricular establishment in most states. Drama
(especially), Media and Dance countered with the argument that statistics were in their
favour, as they were growing much faster in all states. Nevertheless, the spirit of generosity
was such that finally this quite radical principle was agreed, at least in principle.
• All children should have equal entitlement to all art forms throughout the primary years.
The original wording of ‘mandatory’ got changed during the writing process by ACARA, to
soften the blow, and our original ‘Years F-8’ demand got cut back to ‘the primary years’…
but ACARA basically honoured this principle. Again, many fears were raised, some territorial,
some based on doubts about teacher expertise, some based on time and scheduling (the
old chestnut of the ‘crowded curriculum’), and some about the capacity of schools to
deliver on this. And again, stoutly, the meeting came together to avow strongly that to
offer children an equal opportunity and basic introduction to all the arts was an important
principle. Moreover, it would actually help to assert the broad significance of the arts, just
as science also embodies several disciplines of equal standing, and nobody would fight for
the primacy of chemistry over biology or physics, or vice versa.
• In the national curriculum, the arts should remain at the very least as available
throughout secondary education as they currently are – but obviously we would write
the curriculum to cater for all students and all art forms.
ACARA did not have to do anything other than nod to this. We agreed that the state of the
arts in secondary education was much healthier than in the primary years, with all states
having some form of provision of most of the arts up to senior level – though only in some
states did it have full tertiary entrance subject status, and only in some states were Dance
and Media formally taught or recognised as examination subjects. Most States did (do) have
an experienced cohort of trained secondary teachers, who are teaching established and
successful syllabuses in most of the art forms at least, which we did not want to disrupt.
• The five art forms were to be entirely autonomous throughout the curriculum, with
discrete learning experiences and assessment.
This was the other battleground we fought during the meeting, entirely and understandably
territorial. Every teacher of an art form has had their subject traduced into menial service
as a handmaiden for another subject or even art form – music reduced to rhythm games for
maths, visual arts co-opted into painting the sets for the school musical, drama diminished
into little skits for history or school camp, media arts turned into critical literacy exercises
in English, dance merely a back alley in physical education, and in primary schools all of
them lumped together into an amorphous and ill-defined form of Friday afternoon relief
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called Expressive Arts. Those representing the secondary sector were loud in their assault
on ‘integration’, and defence of the integrity of the art form – with cookery metaphors
predominating: “We don’t want arts muesli/ blancmange/ porridge/soup…!” This Stone
Tablet was to cause considerable headaches to the curriculum writing teams, of course,
as the word ‘integration’ then became taboo, while the writers struggled to address how
to teach multiple arts like opera, masks, contemporary hybrids, and all the arts involved
in Aboriginal corroboree… to say nothing of the Early Childhood teachers trying to fuse
artistic play and learning, and the more progressive schools’ and States’ vision of a wholly
integrated curriculum. This dilemma was partially resolved in a compromise based on the
next of the meeting’s principles, as will be explained later.
• Criteria for learning, achievement and assessment would be based on aesthetic
outcomes.
This was perhaps the most productive realisation of the whole meeting, and one with which
everybody could agree (though it was only partially formulated during the meeting and
needed the writers’ team to fix and clarify it). The question was raised, during the integration
versus autonomy debate, as to what commonalities the arts actually shared, that could be
defended as a single KLA. If they are all so different, and you can’t even teach them together,
why are they even in the same Learning Area? The meeting agreed that though quite distinct
forms and ‘symbolic languages’, there was a commonality, specialness and connectivity
about ‘the arts’ that can be instantly recognised by any person in the street. We therefore
reclaimed for our common usage the absolutely primal key word and phrase ‘aesthetic’ and
‘aesthetic knowledge’ as the common special denominator of what we do. This demand
from the meeting caused ACARA serious and still unresolved problems – entirely of ACARA’s
own making, as I shall explain. However, it proved immensely valuable to the writers of
both the next two stages, the Shape Paper and the detailed Curriculum itself. We found and
crafted a clear definition of it all, and the curriculum is all based on that. All the objectives,
criteria, learning experiences and outcomes could be specifically designed for aesthetic
knowledge. Unfortunately, ACARA did not permit this ever to be fully explained, which has
caused much heartache, considerable confusion and is still not properly understood.
• Scope and sequencing of learning, student progression and reporting in the arts
should all be planned as a two-yearly cycle, instead of the current one-year cycle used
in the Phase 1 subjects (Maths, English, Science and History), because of the organic
and holistic nature of arts learning, and their quite diverse timetabling needs and
opportunities. We proposed Years F-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 and 11-12.
This final commandment we fully expected to be knocked back by ACARA, but to the writing
team’s joy the ACARA committee saw the logic and acceded to it, allowing for a flexible and
child-centred progression, and making far more practicable the programming and teaching
of the Arts in limited timetable allocations.
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I had actually attended this Grand Meeting very warily, having in fact opposed an earlier
(1992/3) aborted attempt at a National Curriculum, on the grounds of what I saw as a lack of
either clarity or parity. Like most of the delegates, I was defensive of the integrity of my own
art form. To a degree, I went to mock (and also because the Project Officer was a colleague and
friend, and very persuasive) … and I stayed to pray, as they say. I found the level of discussion in
the meeting quite outstanding in its intelligence and integrity - those very qualities so lacking
in the UNESCO Lisbon Conference. And so decisive. And so (almost) wholeheartedly unified.
Following the meeting, those tablets of stone were embodied by the Project Officer in a very
much expanded ‘Advice Paper’.
Two notable voices were raised in general dissent at the meeting, and quite a few others
expressing doubts about various principles and aspects. One of those voices was the eloquent
and influential late Richard Gill, Director of the Victorian Opera, who just before the meeting
had come out in the popular media attacking the whole notion of a national curriculum in the
arts as a thoroughly bad idea. He feared the loss of integrity, he feared the traducement of the
arts into the curricular grinding and levelling process … and he feared the loss of children’ joy
in the arts – especially his own, Music. Cannily, the Arts Project Officer had invited him anyway,
and he was permitted to make all those points, but he also came ready to listen as well as
attack, and though not persuaded, he was at least open to a re-think.
After the meeting, when I had been appointed as the Lead Writer to translate those Tablets into
a practicable learning structure, I made it my business to have a long coffee with Richard, where
I sketched out our rudimentary ideas, and acknowledged that we were using his fears as one of
our critical yardsticks. That was the smartest move I made in my three years as Lead Writer. We
next met at the National Portrait Gallery as speakers to a Symposium of Arts industry nabobs.
I made my ‘practical visionary’ pitch then waited heart in mouth for the universally admired
and loved music educator’s roast. He more or less opened and finished with the rousing words
“What’s good for all the Arts is good for Music!”, backing up everything I had said. That phrase
became a mantra for us. More important, it played a big part in persuading the two very
powerful Music Teachers’ organisations in NAAE, fortunately led by people as open-minded as
Richard, to endorse the plan, though never uncritically.
The other dissident voice came from a portion of the Visual Arts contingent (not all, but it did
include an influential group from AEA), protesting the principles on two grounds, that teachers,
especially in primary, would not have the skills or arts understanding to implement the 5 arts
principle, and that it would overall diffuse the student talent pool available for secondary visual
arts. In the state this small group mainly represented, Visual Arts had a history of primacy, and
they demanded that Visual Arts should maintain that ‘natural’ primacy. That did not endear
them to the rest of the meeting, and may have even contributed to the majority solidarity.
My own attempts to negotiate with or appease this group failed as miserably as my efforts
with Richard Gill were successful. They would not acknowledge any merit in the road‑plan we
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were set on, and vowed to do everything they could to scupper it and start again from scratch.
In this they quickly acquired an important ally, a major State Arts Supervisor with friends in
high places, who led an art teachers’ association not always in harmony with AEA … but on this
they were united. The supervisor shared all the dissidents’ fears and concerns, exacerbated,
perhaps, by a sense of personal slight. That otherwise deft Project Officer who had made sure
of inviting Richard Gill could not, obviously, invite every notable arts educator in the country,
and had overlooked this supervisor. This alliance’s opposition was stoked through the whole
process with a campaign of information and disinformation, including appeals to influential
politicians and visual art champions. (They even enlisted an ABC chat show, Late Night Live,
for a supposed showdown described as ‘mudwrestling in Arts Education’, where I found myself
defending our work from their assault over the phone from St Petersburg!). Though they
did not succeed in cancelling the whole initiative, they did slow it down, and in the end they
managed slightly to weaken the final document in two respects that would have given them
some satisfaction.

Growing in the Womb
Writing the Shape Paper – fashioning those stone tablets into a framework that would hold
and support a workable, understandable and compatible curriculum for schools to implement
in eight different State systems – was on the whole a surprisingly satisfying, even pleasurable
challenge. From the outset and throughout the process, the five Lead writers and our expert
advisory panel were in synch philosophically, and we all admired and respected the evident
expertise and intelligence of the others. We had done our preliminary research homework, too –
reading the curriculum theory and design literature, and consulting international benchmarks.
More important, all of us had enough personal experience of schools and teaching to know that
there are actually three more curricula apart from the one we were writing: what the teachers
actually teach, what the students learn, and the so-called ‘hidden curriculum’ (only hidden
if you have your eyes shut) of the mores, myths, demands and taboos of the classroom, the
school and the expectations of parents and the community. We had to at least try to make our
curriculum compatible with those shadowy curricula, too.
Most of our expected challenges and blocks dissipated, or we found ways round them, as we
got into the nitty-gritty of realising the Shape Paper. Early on, we retitled ‘Media’ as Media Arts,
to distinguish the aesthetic purposes and outcomes of our subject from those aspects of Media
education that really belong elsewhere, such as journalism, advertising and media technology
per se. For simplicity we defined Media Arts as the artistic telling of stories through mediated
technologies such as film, television and other electronic media.
Two rather odd challenges were posed by ACARA - and were a Federal v. States’ rights factor of
the whole National curriculum exercise. Since the curriculum was to be delivered and managed
by the States and Territories, they would have carriage for all the teaching and the assessment.
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Therefore, we were not to include any consideration of or reference to either! Our curriculum
was supposedly just content.
The arts especially are media of communication and for the exploration and depiction of
human experience. Moreover, our focus was dedicated to process, and all the arts have
distinct pedagogies – in fact all the arts, especially drama and media arts, can be pedagogies in
themselves! It did not make a lot of sense to ban all consideration of pedagogy. So of course all
the way through we considered how they would be, could be and should be taught, and how
best to instil aesthetic knowledge. But we buried that implicitly in our content descriptors.
Nobody’s complained yet!
As for being banned from thinking about assessment, that was entirely liberating – freeing
us from schooling’s dreaded ‘MacNamara’s Law’: That you only teach what you can assess. Of
course all the writers’ teams were experienced teachers, where assessment is in the genes, so
there was little chance that we would come up with something un-assessable. But it was a joy
to be able to leave it to the systems to work out how they were going to do it.
At the end of the process – after we’d written Years 11 and 12 – ACARA decreed that the States/
Territories would be better left to their own devices with their differing senior examination and
tertiary entrance procedures. We were disappointed, as it had not been as onerous as we had
expected to identify and combine compatible content from within those state syllabi – just as
we had found among ourselves, the great majority of our principles of philosophy and practice
were common to those syllabuses.
The culinary integration v. autonomy issue we think we solved, first by using the much more
neutral word ‘connectivity’, and second – more important – by invoking that hard‑won principle
of aesthetic knowledge; i.e. if an art form is being integrated (connected) with another art form
or school subject, then to be counted, the learning experiences and the assessment criteria
must have content and outcomes from that art-form, i.e. aesthetic ones.
However, this aspect of the curriculum I think is not fully understood, is still largely
unacknowledged, and is a continuing drag on the curriculum users’ full understanding and
implementation of the curriculum.
It is one of two challenges that remained unsolved. This one is caused by ACARA’s unbending
rule that the curriculum – and every preceding and accompanying document – had to be
written in the simplest English: ‘to be understood by a Year 3 generalist primary teacher’ (and
presumably by a busy Curriculum Committee member from a non-arts background with five
minutes to peruse the document before ratifying it). We needed, and pleaded constantly,
unavailingly, throughout the two years when we were developing the Shape Paper, to be
allowed to produce two versions of some documents. One version would be for that Year 3
teacher and Committee member; this was a necessary and very useful discipline for us
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hi‑falutin’ Writers, to ensure that the curriculum would be comprehensible, jargon-free and
implementable by any teaching professional. The other, spelling out our rationale, context and
purposes in arts-specific terminology, was essential for all the arts specialists, arts workers
and scholars who needed to know what exactly we were talking about, and whether we had
any kind of coherent vision or framework of knowledge; and also how the simple statements
needed in the non-specialist classroom hung together as a teachable, sophisticated Learning
Area with five Subjects up to senior secondary level.
To begin with, that would that have prevented or forestalled at least 90% of the negative
criticism we received, particularly during the online open consultation period. It would also
have prevented thousands of hours of superfluous work during that period by the nation’s arts
specialists, including most of the States’ Education authorities, who wrote lengthy submissions
kindly fleshing out for us our Draft Shape Paper by outlining their own coherent vision, theory
and rationale – which were nearly all entirely in synch with what we would have written had we
been able to flesh out our simplistic statements properly.
And this ‘dumbing down’ had more deleterious effects too: not all technical specialist
terminology is ‘jargon’. Imagine a maths syllabus where words like ‘multiplication’ and
‘algebra’ are proscribed, or a Language syllabus where ‘grammar’ is forbidden. ACARA set the
intelligence bar for that Year 3 teacher spectacularly low; the nadir was reached when time
after time in our drafts the word ‘aesthetic’ and phrase ‘aesthetic knowledge’ were thrown out
as too difficult for that vocabulary-challenged generalist to understand. As I explained earlier,
the word is quite crucial to our whole rationale and our structure of objectives and outcomes,
and is a cornerstone of our solution to the difficulties encountered in matching autonomy and
integration. The word finally and grudgingly was allowed a mention in the Shape Paper, but in
the curriculum documents themselves was buried deep, so one of our basic principles (those
tablets of stone) is largely unrealised.
The second challenge was finally settled in a not entirely happy compromise. That was to find
an acceptable organising content framework that ensured an appropriate range, depth and
balance of activities and learnings that would suit all art forms. Something, we hoped, a bit
more sophisticated than ‘50% theory’ v. ‘50% practice’, and preferably, we decided, couched
verbally rather than as nouns; we wanted our arts curriculum to be active and focused on
artistic process, not product. The Key Question became not ‘what is arts knowledge, and what
skills are needed to make artworks’, but ‘What are people doing when they are experiencing
the arts?’ We found numerous available examples of content frameworks world-wide and even
in Australia; using overseas models as a benchmark, I did a preliminary analysis of the arts
syllabuses current across the Australian states and systems (I found 49), and found a range
of organising structures: most were quite similar to each other, and verbal too – probably
derived from a framework proposed by Peter Abbs (1989): forming, presenting and responding.
The nomenclature varied wildly, but the triple organising principle was pretty constant:
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Creating/forming/making/generating/conceptualising

+

Presenting/performing/realising/interpreting/producing/communicating

+

Responding/studying/appraising/appreciating/comprehending …
As a way of generating content descriptors and criteria this could work fine for most performing
and media arts, and – with a flexible interpretation of the relationship between conceptualising
and presenting – well enough for visual arts (and some aspects of performing arts such as
improvisation and jazz). That’s why it is the most widely adopted scheme world-wide. We
anticipated – and got – a bit of a cat-fight over the actual words used. We didn’t expect the
implacable opposition from the dissidents, whose political influence eventually got the
‘presenting’ organiser scrapped in favour of just ‘making’ and ‘responding’ (not really much
better than that 50% theory, 50% practice we had tried to get away from). That left a major
problem for all the performing arts – playwriting and acting are activities in quite different
dimensions for instance … and separate ‘presenting’ criteria had to be concealed within the
curriculum content descriptors throughout the other four art forms.
The multiple dimensions of responding we were able to address, with what we thought quite
a clever strategy. We called it ‘Key Questions’ – since retitled Viewpoints – to help teachers to
identify the different ways in which an artwork can be approached and studied – questions of
form, author’s meaning, historical context, cultural context etc.

Babyhood
As planned, the baby was immediately put out for adoption (the States and Territories were
charged with rearing it). It was effectively left at the church door and on the parish, too, since
no money, no professional development and no resources (other than the nascent Scootle
website) were provided federally for its implementation.
Throughout the long gestation period, we had been trying to prepare for and second-guess the
baby’s future, and in more or less all of our consultations, discussions and presentations the
same concerns were raised about the parents’ (the State systems’ and schools’) readiness for
parenthood.
• Time (adequate and equitable)
Predictably, everybody wanted to know how in primary education five art forms could be
squashed into the ‘overcrowded curriculum’, since there was little chance of expanded
allocations – as some of the States themselves made plain. Accusatory questions flew in
discussion forums: “Excuse me - so we will have to do eighteen minutes of dance, drama,
media arts, music and visual arts each week?”
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The myth-ridden assumptions underlying those questions (and the mythical bête noir of
the crowded curriculum itself) were actually quite easily addressed, but only by those who
were capable of changing their paradigm of thinking – not yet everybody, even now.
– First, school subjects do not have to be thought-of only in terms of lessons per week,
every week.
– Second, the fact that the different art forms need different kinds of time allocation (just
as learning a foreign language needs different time dynamics from learning a period of
history) could be an opportunity rather than a problem. Learning a song or the steps of
a dance demands regular, frequent repetition over short periods; making a film or doing
a dramatic production demands intensive attention for an extended but limited period.
– Third, school principals and teachers know better than vocal ‘back to basics’ campaigners
that children learn not just one thing at a time – with the assumption that more of that one
thing will lead to inevitable linear improvement. They can learn many things together,
and much better, when given meaningfulness, context and motivation. This is why broadbased, arts-inclusive curricula invariably provide improved literacy and numeracy … a
mountain of research statistics rarely consulted by the 3Rs campaigners.
We knew we had won a victory with ACARA’s agreement to allow two-year bands, and we
planned our curriculum content and progression in all subjects for each band. So our response
to encourage that new-paradigm thinking was: ‘Do you think that somewhere over the two
years you might be able to squeeze in a little* dance, drama etc?’ (*i.e. not 18 minutes a week,
but over the two years 18 minutes-worth x 55 weeks – ACARA’s figure for a two-year band).
We ourselves used that as our baseline for each band’s content, and we argued energetically
throughout the writing process, but with goodwill and final agreement, as some art forms
tried to assert their right to a greater proportion of the overall time allocation.
• Teachers’ capacity
Secondary teachers, we believed, would not have a problem, as our national core content
was quite compatible with what was currently being taught in all jurisdictions, and there
was a cohort of trained teachers in most or all arts at least comparable with other school
subjects. Primary schooling was another matter. Few schools had access to trained
specialists in even one art form; tertiary generalist pre-service training has been mainly
absent or woefully inadequate for decades; there was a similar scarcity of primary specialist
arts courses; many teachers had no personal experience of arts from their own education;
and some were resistant, to a greater or lesser degree. Primary principals, the teachers’
unions and the in-house dissident cabal led the chorus of claims that teachers could not and
would not cope. When we asked the teachers themselves, showing primary focus groups
drafts of our proposals, they surprised us by mainly expressing enthusiasm and pleased
anticipation that the arts would become compulsory. They showed a lot more confidence in
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their own ability to learn adequate skills (given support and resources) than the nay-sayers.
And there were plenty of arts-rich primary schools scattered across the country that might
be used as exemplars.
Again, new-paradigm school organisation would be a pre-requisite:
– more flexible timetables, and yes, integration (connectivity) of arts across the curriculum;
– collaborative teaching and the use of arts-literate teachers across school classes and
years;
– bringing arts-savvy community members and parents into the schools;
– access to adequate online teaching resources, especially in remote areas – Scootle was
a start, only;
– invoking and demanding more assistance from the professional arts industry – theatres,
galleries, orchestras. These have in fact in recent years shown growing readiness to
engage with education as more than training for tomorrow’s bums on seat, and have
provided staffing and resources.
– the re-training of single-art specialists as multi-arts resource teachers etc.; (Curiously, this
last seemingly ambitious plan had been the original intention when Queensland had set
up its music teaching primary specialists in the 1970s, that had quickly descended into
what was too-often an unrelated half-an-hour of music per week, absolving classroom
teachers from any responsibility for music … That had resulted in a deplorably low
take-up by students of music as elective study in secondary schools. Queensland’s arts
advisory staff cheered the new opportunity.)
– More than anything, what would also be needed was professional development, and
that would be in the hands of the state and territory jurisdictions – and those schools
that had some autonomy over their own PD funding.
And, inevitably, that question led to another, over which we had no control:
• Resources
We did of course understand that some essential resources could not be available instantly,
or for years: providing work-safe dance spaces and musical instruments in remote primary
schools, up-to-date cameras and editing gear for Media Arts, and wet areas and kilns for
visual arts being only a few of them. That’s why we had long discussions with ACARA about
a gradual phasing-in of the curriculum, and an appropriate lead time of … [fill in your
own timeline, States … 2016? 2020? …] to achieve compliance. Various ‘full compliance’
deadlines were suggested, and finally all quietly dropped by ACARA. Probably sensible, but
it did remove any pressure on jurisdictions to get the implementation going.
Would they get it going, without that incentive?
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• Research
I tried hard when working with ACARA to establish a research project to track the
implementation of the curriculum, with no success. ACARA were neither equipped for, nor
interested in, supporting such research. Only now, five years on, is the indefatigable NAAE
planning to investigate what has been happening, and I am also embarking on a smaller
project in one art-form, comparing some international jurisdictions that have recently
adopted a national arts curriculum with what’s going on in Australia. It’s a very complicated
business, of course.
• Real-world factors
– From the termination scare to the christening
Having written the curriculum, we had to wait an unconscionable time for the curriculum
to be validated (i.e. born). During the writing period the government had changed,
and the whole Australian Curriculum was now under the gun of the Prime Minister’s
notoriously cynical ‘Review’, with partisan reviewers, who selected even more partisan
subject reviewers, all with affiliations to one wing of one political party. Fortunately for
the arts the Review’s main targets were other subjects – notably History and ‘the Basics’,
and we flew well under the media radar. ACARA battled valiantly and deftly to mitigate
any potentially harmful effects of the reviewers’ recommendations. We escaped almost
unscathed – except for one regressive change that would permit arts-resistant primary
principals, if they chose, not to provide the full five-arts entitlement to their students.
– STEM
Inconveniently just after our curriculum was launched, the public outcry and campaign
to improve Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths got going, with the inevitable
– mythical – assumption that the arts would hinder rather than help that admirable
ambition. The focus of arts educators switched on to the defensive (It’s STEAM not STEM).
– Back to basics
Regular as clockwork, this political catch-cry has been repeated and taken up publicly,
almost with every change of federal and state education minister, accompanied by money,
attention, more demands on teachers’ time, and more appropriation of scarce PD funds.

The First Report Card
Just as a teacher’s report can only provide a spotty snapshot of staging posts in a pre-school
child’s progress, my assessment of this infant is just as anecdotal, incomplete and subjective.
The enthusiasm and effectiveness of implementation seems to me very spotty from State to
State – and within those, from school to school. Two states took an idiosyncratic line.
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• One, NSW, refused to have anything to do with the curriculum, or even endorse it, to this
time. Don’t worry, they are not picking on the Arts; they have done that across the board.
There are more cheering straws in the wind, however. NSW is currently rewriting its own
arts syllabuses, in structure and terminology probably more in synch with the Australian
curriculum; and I attended a conference of their drama teachers’ association, to find that
many of the teachers are well aware of the curriculum, and even matching their school
programs to it already.
• WA chose – to my mind – to shoot itself in the foot by insisting on implementing the
curriculum in one-year bands, thus restricting the content and the time available to teach
it, and they have, I believe, rewritten the curriculum accordingly.
• Queensland has taken probably the most proactive approach of any state, seconding fifteen
teachers for a year (a significant financial investment) to provide a set of online resources
for primary schools in all five art forms… though, three years later, only some of those
units have as yet made it through all the bureaucratic checks and scrutiny into the hands of
teachers. Both the Department and the Curriculum Assessment Authority (QCAA) do have
officers with some responsibility for carriage of the Arts curriculum.
• Efforts in other jurisdictions vary from the limited to the very limited. In Victoria last year,
I was unable to find anybody in the Department of Education and Training even to talk to
about researching the drama and dance curriculum – though in theory ‘The Arts’ do get one
mention in their 2018 strategic research priorities. However, I understand South Australia
has quite recently appointed an Officer with carriage for implementing the Arts curriculum.
On the ground it’s just as variable. I have two grandchildren recently graduated from different
suburban primary schools – one with a strong tradition of music and visual arts, where a little
drama and dance are indeed beginning to make an appearance; the other in a school with a poor
arts tradition and no discernible change as yet. Meanwhile, I visit and work in a school where all
the arts have been encouraged and taught as a matter of course for years … and they still are.
So, to sum up:
“A slow starter – sometimes tries but easily distracted and could do better…”

Postscript
The above represents solely the author’s reflections. I have not consulted any of my fellow
ACARA curriculum writers and advisors in writing this article. Their memories or reflections
may differ!
For readers interested in more detail, some documents referred to are available through
ACARA, as follows:
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The Shape Paper:
http://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/Shape_of_the_Australian_Curriculum_The_Arts_-_
Compressed.pdf
The current Curriculum: Arts:
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/the-arts/
The initial Position Paper and Advice Paper are no longer readily available.
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Interview with Philip Taylor
John Nicholas Saunders

In April 2019, I sat down to interview a giant in the field of Drama Education, Philip Taylor, as he
approached his retirement from New York University in May 2019. Philip’s enormous contribution to
Drama Education and Applied Theatre can be felt across the world, but is particularly important to
Educators in Australia and the United States of America as he has lived and worked in both countries.
As the current President of Drama Australia (formerly the National Association for Drama in Education),
I wanted to ask Philip about his career in Australia and the USA, his views on Education and Applied
Theatre, his own experiences as a young person, a teacher and then an academic, and about what has
influenced him as a leader in our field.

As we sit down to talk, you are preparing to retire from NYU in May. I wanted to take you
back to growing up in Melbourne, Australia, to see if you recall a particular moment that
sparked your interest in theatre and drama education.
Well firstly John, I want to thank you for this opportunity to reflect on my 40 year teaching
career.
I grew up in Melbourne and was fortunate to have supportive parents who really set me off in
life. The family was quite active, sporty, but my mother loved the movies and she introduced
me to them. Little did I know then that being taken into town to see Mary Poppins (1964) would
literally change my life as I have now become quite an avid collector of original memorabilia.
The retirement goal is to arrange the catalogue and start selling, through my Australian based
company CREATIVE CODES. You should check out the web site which is currently being built:
www.creativecodes.org
So I was absolutely fascinated by the movies, and when I started primary school I was a bit of
a show off and got involved in all the theatricals. And then the high school plays brought great
pleasure. I was simply lucky to have good teachers and the school I attended, McKinnon High
Secondary, was very supportive of the Arts and is still considered one of the top public schools
in Victoria.
You finished school and decided to study a Bachelor of Education as Rusden State College in
Melbourne, Australia. What drew you to teaching?
I loved playing school as a kid. I had my imaginary classroom, and when Father Christmas
arrived with a chalkboard I thought I had died and gone to heaven. So, there was no doubt that
from a young age I was going to enter the teaching profession. Unlike the US where many don’t
choose a career until they finish their liberal arts education, I just knew what I desired. When
my father asked if I wanted to study accounting and work in his taxi business, I replied, ‘Dad, I
just can’t see myself sitting at a desk all day entering numbers.’ He understood.
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I majored in Drama and English. Rusden was the logical choice as I could get a bus there given
I started my university studies at the age of 17, quite young really.
That Teacher’s College changed me. Again, excellent lecturers. I made good friends there, still
hang out with a few of them. But probably the most significant event was being introduced to
the work of Dorothy Heathcote. We watched a number of her early films such as Three Looms
Waiting and Killing a President, and were set various tasks that modelled her approach. I
especially remember a mind-blowing task focused on the ‘particular to the universal’. I was very
attracted to Heathcote’s approach, and was fortunate enough to work with her in later years.
You finished at Rusden in 1980 and became a teacher. What was the young Mr. Taylor like as
a teacher? What did you learn from that experience?
I graduated at the age of 20 and landed a position in a Catholic Boys School. Before that I had
been hired by ABC [Australian Broadcasting Corporation] TV to be the school tutor for the child
actors on Alan Marshall’s I Can Jump Puddles. That was an interesting experience, travelling to
the location in country Victoria with these young actors, one of them being Jason Donovan. I
recall quite vividly Jason’s father, Terry Donovan, who was also cast in the series, saying to me on
the bus one day, ‘You know Philip, these kids are going to learn way more on the set than in your
classroom’. Cheeky! I got the sense that I was only there because of union issues, nonetheless
that experience taught me a great deal about being patient and not rattling the can.
Now, when I started full-time teaching it was initially a challenge as I was educating the seniors
and they were nearly the same age as me. The first year was all about classroom management.
But I discovered that the kids saw a different side of me during yard duty and when working
on the school play. I was very fresh and somewhat naïve, but despite the challenges I enjoyed
teaching and grew into it. After six years though I wanted to upgrade my qualifications and
because I had visited New York as a tourist a few times, loved that town, I packed a suitcase,
rented out my house, and headed off. Why not?
Following teaching you moved into academia and studied a Master of Arts and then a PhD
at New York University. What drew you to further study and can you tell me about your
dissertations?
I was interested in moving up the ladder, perhaps being a coordinator or even Deputy Principal,
and I felt I’d have a better shot at that if I was to do further study. The MA was life-changing, as
again I got to work with some amazing people, one of them being John Hodgson who ran this
study abroad program at Bretton Hall, England. I took advantage of that opportunity. John
was quite charismatic and introduced me to the power of historical drama, such as Medieval
Theatre, Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, and Restoration and Georgian theatre. We travelled
to all these locations, and would perform in abbeys and castles. But John was very resistant to
Heathcotean methods; he saw them as anti-theatre. And when he brought David Hornbrook in
to speak to us, I realized there were camps [in the field of Drama Education] and I’d better tread
carefully. Heathcote’s book Education and Dramatic Art made for an interesting read.
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I was fascinated by the work of Caryl Churchill and Sam Shepard, and wrote my Master’s thesis
on those two. And when Nancy Swortzell at New York University encouraged me to do the
doctorate and offered a full scholarship, I said to myself that is too good an offer to refuse. I
resigned from my teaching position in Melbourne, found another one in NY in a middle school
(grades six to eight) and decided to focus my dissertation on drama in the social studies
classroom with seventh graders. No one then was writing much about teacher research or
reflective practice so I thought this might make for an interesting read. Then Cecily O’Neill,
who had become a friend, was publishing a series of books on drama education, and she asked
me to contribute. Redcoats and Patriots was the result.
In 1995, you were working at Griffith University in Brisbane, Australia, and during this
time you established IDIERI: the International Drama in Education Research Institute, an
institute which exists today and involves gathering as a drama research community every
three years somewhere in the world. The first institute was held immediately following
the International Drama/Theatre Education Association (IDEA) held a World Congress in
Australia. Tell me about IDIERI. How did you conceive of this idea and execute it? And are
you surprised that 24 years on it is so strong and dynamic?
The idea of what later became IDIERI was to partner leading US leaders with Australian
practitioners and explore different paradigms, like qualitative, critical theory, historical
and quasi-experimental. Gavin Bolton, John O’Toole, Cecily, John Carroll, Angela O’Brien,
Jonathan Neelands, Brian Edmiston and Vera Roberts (the outside eye) were just a few of the
presenters. I recall there being some resistance to research activity, one participant exclaimed,
‘I teach, what has research got to do with me?’ That individual became quite the scholar later
on, securing a number of ARC [Australian research Council] grants.
There were about fifty people who attended, and I knew it would only work if it was informal
and fun. Fortunately for me, Joanne O’Mara and Ross Prior had moved up to Brisbane to work
on their PhDs with me, and they helped set up a lively social environment. We had different
Australian wines each day with yummy lunches, which helped, and the program had tasting
notes. A first! Ross served the wine and Joanne assisted with the discussion groups. When
Falmer Press was interested in publishing a book based around the event, the result was
Researching Drama and Arts Education: Paradigms and Possibilities.
Juliana Saxton and Carole Miller from Canada were keen to continue the dialogue, so they set
up the next event in British Columbia, and then Brian and Cecily continued it on at Ohio State
University, and now it is a regular fixture.
I am not really surprised that the discussion continued, but what does surprise is how big
it has grown, and all the publications on research, which didn’t exist when I was writing my
dissertation.
While you were at Griffith University you were the inaugural Director of the first centre in
Australia dedicated to Applied Theatre research, the Centre of Applied Theatre Research
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(1997 to 2001) and you were the Foundation Editor of the journal, Applied Theatre
Researcher. What was it about Applied Theatre that resonated with you?
I was becoming interested in how theatre could be used outside the classroom, say hospitals,
prisons and community centres. The term Applied Theatre seemed to capture that. Little did I
know then that Manchester University in the UK was equally involved in this work. The Centre
was a forum for soliciting funds, and one of our first projects was with the NSW Department
of Housing. I would take students to various sites, including Indigenous reserves, and we
would devise essentially process drama projects. My Applied Theatre: Creating Transformative
Encounters in the Classroom (Transformative) came out of those experiences. Transformative
became quite the controversy. James Thompson’s book on Applied Theatre pretty much arrived
at the same time as mine. His text was a bit more theoretical, both books I feel helped create a
movement. The online journal became a platform for sharing this work to a wider community.
During your time in Australia you also served on the Board of Drama Australia, the national
association for Drama Education, as Director of Publications. In this role you edited the peer
reviewed journal NJ and established ADEM, the Australian Drama Education Magazine. Can
you tell me about that time?
I was asked by Chris Comans, who had become a good friend to me while I lived in Queensland,
if I would take on that role. I was pretty much encouraged to set new directions. So, I created
a research group from across the country which basically became advisors to NADIE [National
Association for Drama in Education now Drama Australia] publications. We gave the journal
a facelift, jazzed up the title to NJ, established a peer review panel with a global presence.
Tracey Sanders and I worked on the very first ADEM [Australian Drama Education Magazine],
and the team were supportive of creating the NADIE Research Monograph Series. I had hired
the late and great David Booth, and Cecily O’Neill, to do masterclasses, so the first title of the
series was Pretext and Storydrama.
Your research and practice is world renowned and I wonder if you might talk about who or
what has influenced you throughout your career.
All the process drama people influenced me and were very supportive of my efforts, Gavin
Bolton and Cecily O’Neill in particular. I have found the Educational Theatre community to be
especially generous. But there were other movements where I got sustenance, Stenhouse’s
work in curriculum design, Kincheloe in critical theory, and Schon’s efforts on the reflective
practitioner all made an impact. I really lapped up anything to do with teacher as researcher, as
I thought scholarship lacked grounded efforts, those from the frontline. There was a prevailing
view in the 80s and early 90s that the only people who did important scholarship were the
supposed intellectuals in universities. I wanted to debunk that view, which did cause angst to
a few people back then!
Cecily O’Neill and David Booth have obviously been wonderful mentors, colleagues and
friends to you. Tell me about your relationship with Cecily and David.
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It was heartbreaking to hear of the death of David Booth recently. I had the pleasure of inviting
him to Melbourne to conduct workshops on storydrama. He was a gifted teacher who had a
natural talent of working with kids, and they loved him. He was a remarkable storyteller and
wrote a number of children’s books. The field will definitely miss him. I first met Cecily at the
Spence School in New York where she was leading a class on the ‘Dorothy Heathcote way’. I
suggested to Nancy Swortzell we try and nab her at NYU, which she did. So, Cecily became a
regular presence at NYU and at their global centers in London and Dublin. She also stayed at
the Swortzell’s glorious townhouse often, so we would regularly connect there. She took an
interest in my work and was very helpful in promoting it. Once again, I have managed to find
encouraging mentors. Just luck I guess.
In the early 2000s you moved to New York and became the Director of the Program in
Educational Theatre at NYU. You’ve had a long history with NYU both as a Masters and
PhD student and then working as an academic. What will you miss most about NYU as you
approach retirement?
I wouldn’t say I am retiring from teaching all together, I will come out of the bunker occasionally,
but I am transitioning to Creative Codes, my movie and theatre memorabilia company. I arrived
at NYU at a tumultuous time. The Swortzells were leaving, there were a number of student
complaints, and there was few faculty to deal with them. And when Lowell died in 2004 that
was heartbreaking for Nancy, she wasn’t the same after that devastating news, then she got ill.
NYU has been very good to me, I was able to create a number of global programs in London,
Dublin, Puerto Rico, Rio (with Boal), even Kolkata. As well, my then Chair, Lawrence Ferrara,
was supportive of my hiring new faculty given the large student body. With new competition in
the city the enrolments had dropped so it had been a challenge constantly trying to promote
and sell the Program in Educational Theatre. There was great pressure and I was becoming less
connected in recent years. I started to lose interest, wasn’t going to conferences, lost touch with
my reading. So, I thought, ‘How much have you got in your retirement fund, and is it enough
Philip?’ So I am looking forward to new ventures and challenges. I was lucky to buy a property
in Greenwich Village, Manhattan, there are a few celebrities who live in my building, like Ms.
Jessica Lange, so I am good company. Ha! I recently purchased in St Kilda so Creative Codes
will have both a NY and Melbourne presence. I don’t think I will miss NYU much, although
people were surprised by my decision to leave.
You’ve written a lot and contributed to how we understand applied theatre and educational
theatre and your books, particularly Redcoats and Patriots and The Drama Classroom:
Action, Reflection and Transformation are two of my favourite publications. Do you have a
favourite publication and why?
Redcoats, definitely, as it grew from my doctoral work and I so enjoyed collaborating with those
kids. I didn’t especially like the school I was working in, strict and rigid, but I managed to find a
way to negotiate. I always had the opinion that when you close that door anything is possible.
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You’ve worked for significant periods in Australia and the United States of America, what
are the similarities and differences in Drama/Theatre Education?
America tends to be obsessed with attainment targets and standards, and the Arts are
struggling to survive given these pervasive tests. Tests which focus essentially on multiple
choice. Because of the liberal arts’ focus in education, people tend not to make a career choice
until later in life, and it is not unusual for people to change careers. I have always felt that
Australia is more flexible and encourages diverse ways when discussing student achievement.
That may be changing of course given how conservative and narrow minded the world has
become.
What do you think the biggest challenge or opportunity will be for Drama/Theatre educators
around the world in the future?
Survival. Dealing with all this global hatred. Helping kids to deal with human suffering.
Encouraging hope given the negativity.
As you approach retirement, I wonder what you think or hope your legacy might be in our
field.
Teacher as researcher and reflective praxis, I would see as my major contributions. A man
who was passionate about his work and who supported colleagues, just as I have been well
nourished by encouraging teachers. Thanks John, kind of fun to reflect on the journey.
Philip Taylor, thank you so much for your time and for your extraordinary contribution to
our field. I wish you all the very best as you retire from NYU.
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‘LA NONNA’, a show about
embracing and celebrating
diversity, a reconciling of
Italian culture and queerness
Nina Rossini

Nina Rossini is a passionate and dedicated drama teacher and advocate for drama education since its
introduction into the school curriculum. She did further studies at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Rome
working mainly in Children’s Theatre. She introduced Drama and Theatre Studies in several schools and
was Performing Arts Coordinator for over 20 years. She continues to work tirelessly to bring to the school
community student work that is of a professional standard. She is a member of the Drama Victoria Committee
of Management and has undertaken a variety of roles including president. She is currently on the Drama
Australia Board as Director of ADEM and Guidelines.
Samuel Dariol is a queer theatre-maker and activist. He is interested in the intersections of art and politics
and exploring questions about identity, class, gender and belonging in Australia. He has created original
dance, cabaret and theatre works. His family is Irish on his mother’s side and Sicilian-Pugliese on his father’s.
Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli, Deakin University, undertakes consultancies in government, education, health
and community organisations. Her primary areas of interest are cultural, gender, sexual and family
diversities. Maria’s current research is with Indigenous people with Southern European heritage, exploring
the contestations and connections between colonialism, racism and multiculturalism. Maria’s books include
Tapestry which documents five generations in her Italian family; Someone You Know, Australia’s first AIDS
auto/biography; and When Our Children Come Out: how to support gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
young people.

As drama teachers, we feel a great sense of responsibility to ensure that all voices are given
space in the drama workshop by providing a safe and productive environment for creativity
to flourish. We take calculated risks with our students in order to challenge and provoke
thoughtful reflections on life as they know it but at the same time to encourage them to explore
life beyond the safety of the world as they understand it. We confront their preconceived
notions of what is acceptable, what prejudices may mask the many fears they face in trying to
find an identity with which to connect. And in doing so, we set the basis for skills building in
the Performing Arts.
I recently had the pleasure of being invited by CO.AS.IT (Italian Language, Culture and Heritage
Department) in Melbourne to a preview performance of scenes from the show La Nonna, created
and performed by Samuel Dariol as part of the Melbourne Fringe Festival in conversation with
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Dr Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli, researcher and writer based at Deakin University. As one would
expect from good Italian hosts, we were greeted with friendly smiles as we were served pizza
and wine upon entering the performance space. As we took our places, there was an air of
festivity permeating the place. The stage was set for all things Italian; food, wine, laughter,
dancing and grappa to accompany rich, deep conversations.
The show La Nonna had previously been performed with great success at La Mama Theatre in
2018 and was this year part of the Melbourne Fringe Festival. The central character is the nonna,
the grandmother, played by Samuel Dariol who takes the audience on an autobiographical and
nostalgic romp as he lovingly impersonates his grandmother while having a dig at all things
‘Italian’ from the perspective of an Australian/Italian trying to find his/her place in the world.
It is a ‘queer homage’ to the person in his life who possibly understood him better than he did
himself and who accepted his diversity as one would a good glass of vino. We are who we are,
so let’s celebrate!
La Nonna is a fun filled drag cabaret, set in Nonna’s kitchen where women with attitude serve
up plenty of food you cannot refuse as they try to make the best of the new world they find
hard to connect with. It resonates as a traditional migrant story of women who have lost their
footing, who have had to adapt to the harshness of a world in which they cannot communicate,
coping with isolation and loneliness, abandonment and loss. The mixture of humour and
pathos with which the stories are told is very touching and resonates well with a receptive
audience because, in its simplicity, it harnesses the very essence of what it is that makes us
who we are and what our life means in the grander scheme of things.
Samuel Dariol’s nonna is like many other migrant grandmothers, unintentionally overlooked
possibly by those around them, insignificant even in the fast paced, fast food world of today
where the elderly are often seen as cumbersome in their old fashioned ways rather than a
source of knowledge and wisdom. For Dariol, his nonna is just that; a person he can spend
time with after being served a hearty feast to ‘fatten him up’, sitting with her on the couch in
her pristine lounge room full of memorabilia, making time for her, talking about this and that
rather than rushing off as many of us have often done to get on with our own lives, to leave the
old world behind and step into the new and the now.
The audience at the CO.AS.IT event was made up of mainly second generation Italians living
in Australia, many of whom were nonni themselves and what was most intriguing was the
ease and willingness of many to share and celebrate their ‘coming out’ stories with what I had
erroneously estimated to be a somewhat stoic crowd. It was the wonderful chemistry created
by Samuel Dariol who one minute got up and sang to the beat of popular gay disco music
and the next artfully responded to questions raised by Dr Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli who tactfully
handled the grappa shots offered to her and the numerous hands raised from the audience
wishing to pose many a question. The Q and A could have easily run for another two hours,
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especially when the grappa moved from a stage prop to shots shared with the audience. Best
quality grappa too!
La Nonna not only explores the relationship between a grandmother and her nephew but it also
transcends the realm of ‘ordinary’ because it lovingly and respectfully explores and celebrates
a life that reflects and represents one of many untold stories of Italian migration.
… a forgotten Herstory and a musical tribute to a woman who never asked for one… Samuel
Dariol is surrounded by questions of identity, displacement and belonging. This love letter
to his Nonna expresses the impact of migration across generations and cultural ties beyond
Australia. La Nonna takes on masculinity, dances with queerness and questions what it
means to live on unceded Aboriginal land in Melbourne.
La Nonna is a dedication to our cherished elders, especially those with an unapologetic,
flamboyant feminine energy. That energy has often been seen as less, here in Nonna’s
kitchen, it is always more. – Samuel Dariol.
Seductive, courageous, and at times heartbreakingly honest, sell-out crowd-pleaser show
La Nonna is an intimate portrayal of a young man’s journey to self-discovery benefitted by his
close bond with his Italian grandmother, or nonna, and their cross-generational dialogue.
– Segmento Magazine.
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Samuel Dariol is keen to adapt his show so that it can be taken on tour to secondary and
even primary schools. Ideally it could go mainstream by including it as part of the Respectful
Relationships program that Victorian government schools are required to implement. Of course
the revised version (no grappa sadly) will need to be ‘vetted’ to ascertain its viability but in
the arts we can and do embrace diversity in its many forms. I asked Maria what was it about
Samuel’s work that excited her and why she thought it was relevant for students to see.
So many things excite me about making this show available in schools! Many students are
experiencing this both exhilarating and exasperating multiplicity in their lives, especially if
they are queer or in other ways feeling alienated from family and culture. This show resonates
cos they are figuring out how to mix, mend and mesh tradition and tomorrow. They can
realise they have much to learn about ways to survive and thrive from their elders as well
as leading their elders into the so-called “strange new world ” of their grandchildren so it is
less bewildering. The past and the present in migrant families don’t have to be disconnected.
There is much to share, and the love between grandparents and grandchildren can be a
fantastic bridge on which to feast!
I asked Samuel what he thought were the essential elements needed for the show to work in
schools.
La Nonna is such a powerful story of identity and belonging. I think the centrality of the warm
and inviting nonna figure, allows the show to explore complex, and controversial, subject matter
in a way that feels safe, accessible – the perfect setting for students to ask hard questions of
themselves and maybe even reflect on who their elders are, and the stories that made them.

Image by Robert Smith
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Speak your truth
Amy Gill

Originally published in the Drama NSW E-Magazine, Term 3, 2019.
Amy has been teaching for 19 years and is accredited as a Highly Accomplished Teacher.
She currently works at The Lakes College, Youth Off The Streets. Amy has completed
her studies at the University of Newcastle achieving a Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of
Teaching (Honours) and a Master of Special Education. Amy is currently undertaking
post-graduate research, analysing the effect of The Circle of Courage and drama
pedagogy on educational outcomes for ‘at risk’ students. In 2019 she was a Highly
Commended Finalist in the Commonwealth Bank Teaching Awards. Amy shares the
joy she has for teaching with others through her blog The Joy-Fueled Teacher.

It is 3pm and as the last student leaves my classroom for the day, silence enters. I reach for my
untouched lunch and pull back a plastic chair. It is the first chance I have had to sit down all day.
I open my computer, take a mouthful of my now slightly warm salad, and wait for emails to start
trickling in.
“Dun dun dun uhn dun dun duh
My name is my name, Uh uh
Duh dah duh duh duh
Don’t ask me my name, Duh duh
Duh dah
Don’t ask me about me
Duh duh duh duh dah duh
‘Cause you don’t wanna know
You don’t care to know
Don’t ask me how I am
Duh dah dah duh duh duh duh uuh
Don’t ask me about my plans
Just observe what I do…”
The melancholy tones of XXXtentacion drift through the open door. The sound is crackly, a sign
that the portable speaker is running out of juice. Bodies roll past my classroom intermittently.
The grind of the scooter on the metal rail has become the soundtrack to my teaching. I consider
closing the door. I am not in the mood for XXX today.
I leave my lunch and cross the room but as I reach for the doorhandle he breaks into a tail whip
and it hits me.
This is theatre.
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My school is a fully accredited alternative high school tailored to meet the needs of students
who are at risk of not completing their education. Our students come to us for a variety of
reasons including – trauma, homelessness, poor school attendance, poverty, ongoing mental
health problems, issues in mainstream high, severe bullying etc. Our school operates from
a community centre backing onto the local skate park. We deliver a high quality integrated
project based learning model and ensure that wellbeing is at the core of all we do.
In 2018 I applied for a community grant to fund a drama project for my students. This project,
titled The Pipe Dream Project, aimed to give local youth an opportunity to share their stories
and build rich connections within our local community. The driving question was – How can
we create a performance that shares the honest truth of young people living on the Central
Coast? I hoped this performance could capture the hopes and worries of the youth that used
the skate park.
I employed the expertise of Curious Legends Theatre Company (a Hunter-based company
with specific expertise in puppetry and site-specific theatre), enlisted the help of pre-service
teachers from the University of Newcastle and invited the participation of potentially ‘at-risk’
students from the neighbouring primary school. I envisaged the theatre company mentoring my
students, who in turn would mentor the primary school students. I also hoped to provide preservice teachers with the opportunity to gain production experience in a unique environment
in return for some extra assistance in managing numerous little people. These relationships
were integral to the success of the project.
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Snug, Keeper of the Skate Park.
Our schooling system centres on a positive youth development model called The Circle of
Courage. Brokenleg, Brendtro and Van Bocken (1990/2009) devised The Circle of Courage
framework by combining their academic knowledge of European child-rearing practice
with the traditions of the Lakota people. The four universal growth needs of the model are
identified as vital contributors to positive health, growth and development and are framed as
a means by which to reclaim youth at-risk (L. Brendtro, Brokenleg, & Van Bockern, 1990/2009;
McDonald, 2013). These four universal growth needs are belonging, mastery, independence
and generosity and they became the impetus for the structure of The Pipe Dream Project. The
stories of these growth needs were also the measure of the project’s success.

Belonging
He was in trouble again. As the assistant principal and wellbeing coordinator listed off the
consequences for his actions he seemed distant. Mid-sentence his ten year old voice spoke up,
“Sure. I’ll do whatever, but I can still go to Pipe Dream on Friday’s right?”
This boy has visited my students and I each morning before school for breakfast since.
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Mastery
We were having difficulty connecting with him. He showed up each day but barely uttered a
word. Cap pulled down over his eyes, arms crossed, shoulders slumped, he resumed his usual
position in the corner.
“Ok guys. Today Mitchell is going to work with you on putting together all the electrics for the
puppet. As you know Snug is going to light up, which will look super cool at night in the skate
park. Now it is important to listen to Mitchell closely as we are going to be soldering and working
with some complex equipment.”
“Amy… there is no way I can do this”, declared one of the girls. “I am going to blow the place up!”
“I’ll do it”, came a voice from the corner. He was sitting up straight and his eyes met mine for the
first time. “I do this shit all the time.”
That day he worked for four hours straight constructing the lights for the puppet. Smiling,
laughing, calling me over to see his work. His mastery gave him the opportunity to reveal part of
himself and from that day on he has belonged.

Independence
I anxiously waited as the audience took their seats. My palms were sweaty. I had been producing
plays and musicals for years, why was this one making me so nervous? The truth was I was scared
of them failing. If they failed, then I had failed them. This performance was risky. Had I dreamt
too big? Pushed them too far out of their comfort zone?
The lights dimmed. Show time.
The opening sequence began. The boys skated by in unison. I took a deep breath. “Sound
standing by”, I whispered. “Sound go.”
Silence.
The boys kept skating. “Sound go!”, I repeated.
Again, silence.
I turned to the student operator. This girl was usually riddled with anxiety, like a bird who had
fallen out of her nest and been left to fend for herself. I panicked. I reached across her fumbling
to check the speaker connections. She pushed my hand away.
“I’ve got this Amy”, she said calmly. She made some adjustments on the desk and thunder rolled
over the audience. The boys skated off. She turned to me and smiled. “Breathe”, she said. “And
move away from the desk. You are all over the place.”
Her independence, which we rarely saw, hit me square in the heart. “Sorry”, I mumbled, trying
not to let her see the tears of pride forming in my eyes. “I will get out of your way.”
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Generosity
Parents hovered as we began to deconstruct our puppet, Snug - Keeper of the Skate Park.
My students were excitedly hugging their primary school buddies affirming them at every
opportunity, “We did it!”, “You made a fantastic wolf”, “Don’t worry… we will do something
together next term. I am sure of it!”. There was a buzz of giving and receiving, the buzz of adults
that had felt, and the buzz of children who felt heard.
As I reached deep down into the depths of the puppet to remove the string of LED lights, the
primary school wellbeing coordinator approached me.
“Do you need a hand?”, he asked.
“Nah, all good.”
He stood there watching as half my body was consumed in the paper mâché arm. I could tell he
had something to say.
“They were great”, I mumbled through the paper puppet. He nodded.
“You know…”, he began as I made my way back out of the arm. “You have made me think about
my job… how I could do it better, how I could approach it differently.”
I wiped the grime of production day from my forehead and smiled at him.
“Thank you”, he said.
“No, thank you. Thank you for listening to what they needed you to hear.” I reached out my hand
and shook his before diving back into the giant puppet arm.

We cannot accurately measure the impact drama has through marks and results. To measure
our success we must reflect on the stories shared by our students and the new stories we
create by working alongside them. We must speak our truth. Our collective stories can pave
the way into the future of drama pedagogy. If we speak them loud enough, they will be difficult
to ignore.
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An Original Scriptwriting
Play Project

Richard Graham, Abby Valenkens and Tamara Sweetman

Richard Graham (Playwright Mentor): A former lawyer who started his playwright career in 2004 when he
entered Short and Sweet – the biggest short play festival in the world. His short play Trough won the comedy
writing prize and it has since gone on to be performed around Australia in over 40 venues, as well as overseas.
He has had nearly twenty productions of his various short plays performed in six countries. He received a
mentorship through the NSW Writers’ Centre with Timothy Daly, Australia’s most internationally performed
playwright. His full-length play, Fortitude, is the result of that mentorship. He is also currently being mentored
by the multiple award winning Australian/International playwright, Suzie Miller and is working as Artist in
Residence at Pymble Ladies’ College and Queenwood school for girls. He lives in Sydney with his wife and
three daughters.
Abby Valenkens (Drama Student): Abby is a Year 12 Drama student at Pymble Ladies’ College, who, like
her character Cindy in the Original Play Production of 17, is of a nervously excited nature, especially when
it comes to Drama and performance. Her involvement in school productions such as Alice in Wonderland,
where she portrayed a spaced-out frog and a snobby sunflower, showcases her skills for weird and wacky
characters. Her love for the theatre and audience started when she was studying Drama in Years 9 and 10,
and also further explored in 17, where she developed her characterisation with the collaborative ensemble.
Tamara Sweetman (Producer/Director/Drama Coordinator): Tamara is the Drama Coordinator at Pymble
Ladies’ College, Sydney. In this role, she leads the Curriculum and Co-Curricular Drama teaching and
learning programs. She is currently completing her Masters of Philosophy in Research, Education, at The
University of Sydney by investigating Boarding students’ stories of home through filmmaking. Tamara is the
Associate Editor for Drama Australia of the Australian Drama Education Magazine and Editor for the Drama
NSW E-Magazine. She is the immediate past Vice-President of Professional Learning for Drama NSW. Tamara
is also on the Teachers Advisory Board for the Sydney Theatre Company. Throughout her teaching career,
she has always sought to create opportunities for students to tell stories that are of importance to them, and
to enable innovative platforms for students’ self-expression.
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What’s the benefit of engaging a scriptwriter in creating
an original full-length play?
17 was an original full-length play, written by the Senior Drama students of Pymble Ladies’
College in Sydney, under the mentorship of scriptwriter Richard Graham. It was performed for
an audience on the evening of 21 February; 2019, and it was received by a full house, with a
standing ovation.

Richard
When the chance arose to help the Year 11 students create an original full-length play, I thought
it would be a genuine opportunity – for all of us.
From my perspective, writing a play is normally a fairly solitary exercise. It was good to shake
that process up. From the students’ perspective, I think their involvement in the creative
process from the beginning, would have been a unique opportunity – I’d love to get their
thoughts on that.
This was a collaborative creative process from the beginning. I wanted to involve everyone in
group discussions on what to write about and, more importantly, how we could achieve that
as a group and then, how we would go about actually writing it. The skill I hope I brought to the
table was the ability to moderate, encourage, guide and advise twenty very different voices to
enable us to keep moving towards an end product that was an interesting dramatic piece that
complied with theatrical principles. We needed interesting characters, conflict, tension, climax
and a resolution (or not) of questions posed or revealed by the characters during the play.
With the whole class involved in the creation of the play it meant that, right from the beginning,
everyone could claim some ownership of the final product. This seemed to bring with it a real
investment by the students and a corresponding level of continued interest.
The other thing I wanted the students to get out of this project was the chance to put their
creative intelligence and innovation to work. I personally believe that critical and creative
thinking have become capabilities highly valued not just in drama but in a commercial world.
These students were drafting dialogue, making suggestions, receiving constructive (and
sometimes critical) feedback on the need to edit or change completely what they had written.
They would have to process that, see the big picture benefits in change and then devise a new
and innovative approach to achieve that desired result. Skills I hope they continue to develop
outside of Drama.
Finally, and most importantly, I think the benefit of engaging a playwright to help create an
original full length play is that, after all being involved in creating something from a blank
sheet of paper, learning the lines they all helped create, rehearsing and performing their own
piece … I think there was a real shared sense of achievement … and we all had a lot of fun.
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Abby
My experience in the Original Drama Production, 17, was one of experimentation, new
ideas and a developmental process which led to a deeper understanding of the elements in
creating a script that entices an audience. At the beginning of the production, a sense of being
overwhelmed by the realisation of the responsibilities placed upon us as theatre makers did
create some challenge. However, tasks were broken down and all girls accepted each other’s
ideas which created a positive atmosphere for creating 17.
Each character was an archetype, moulded into a perception of the ‘roles’ of a modern
teenager, presented through our character uniforms and traits; the athlete worried about
disappointment, the ambitious leader with isolated emotions , the stressed academic with a
secret eating disorder, the unknown artist trying to be noticed and find herself and the crazy
‘wavy’ girl whose optimism holds them together. This decision of presenting these figures to
the audience with a realism acting style and moments of comedy, as well as Expressionism,
isolating each of them into a singular character allowed for their perceptions to be clearly
portrayed.
The script had the intent of setting up these figures to then break down these perceptions
through the focus on an individual within each scene, presented in a non-linear order. The
choice of selecting five characters was influenced by the scriptwriting workshops proposal of
delving into individual characters allowing the audience to be connected with the presented
personas. Cindy, the academic with an eating disorder is the label, however the anxiety, the fear
of disappointment and the insight to the pressures of school and its ‘defining worth’ is a relevant
modern issue. Cindy is presented to the audience as a nervous comic character with braids. It’s
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also a deconstruction, to depict a serious issue and the surrounding misconceptions. Through
collaborations with the scriptwriter, finding the balance of portraying a comic character with
modernistic relevancy whilst also producing real emotion was something that was found in
the simplicity of the story, aided with the surrounding actors producing the ‘world’ in which
the audience was a part of.
The concept of being 17 comes with the stigma of angst and the stereotyped roles of what type
of person you are and the issues surrounding that. With this in mind, the perception of real
17-year olds take to the stage, portraying their interpreted roles and in the process, revealing
something true and personal. We were able to portray our truth to a relevant audience.
On the evening of the performance, nerves were definitely a prominent emotion, for we had
one production evening where we were to showcase all of our work. Before the performance,
each group of girls gathered together in the corresponding side of stage. We formed a circle
and one of the girls went around to each of us and said this is our one show, so just give it
your all. Bouncing off each other’s energy turned the nerves into excitement. By the end of
production, I felt immensely proud that I had taken the chance to contribute to a story that was
irreplaceable on the stage.

Tamara
Hamlet, Jane Eyre, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, these are great classics of plays and theatrical
productions and they are wonderful, but to create an original full-length play, constructed
completely by our Senior Drama students, was really exciting. It’s a moment in time that can’t
be replicated, and it’s a moment that’s completely unique.
Engaging a scriptwriter with my Senior Drama students enabled student voice. Unlike a play
that’s already been written, or performed previously, it was fresh and had the imaginative
potential of – anything we want to it to be. This was also really overwhelming, and in a way
that also caused the students (and myself) to understand the struggle and complexities of
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writing something that is completely original, and also to write collaboratively, where there
were so many ideas, suggestions, directions to go in. Writing as a group was great, but also
meant we all really needed to keep coming back together, to share a common writing goal.
This project was one that really pulled us together, the class had been in 2 separate classes in
Years 9 and 10 of Drama, and also this was the first year with myself as their teacher, dealing
with the creative grapple together, caused us to be very bonded as a group.
This project also allowed students to explore issues that were of interest to them, and to share
these with their peers and wider audience. The key ideas were friendship and some of the
struggles with growing up and finding out who you are and what that means. The girls decided
to explore many issues faced by young females in today’s society which included relationships,
mental health, identity and external pressures faced at ‘17’. Having complete ownership for
the students over the script meant that we could create a truly ensemble script, where the
students took turns playing in each scene the five major characters, enabling every student to
have a significant acting role. They loved saying their lines and then repeating that they had
written that: they were in the truest sense, playwrights and performers.
The most beneficial aspect to this whole project was something emotional, a feeling – I can
only describe it from my perspective of standing in the theatre wings at the conclusion of their
one night only performance of 17, as they finished their bows. They didn’t walk off the stage
side of stage, they ran, they jumped, they screamed, then they are joined together in the Big
Rehearsal Room adjacent to the stage, and there they danced and squealed and screamed. In
all the many years of putting theatrical productions on the stage, nothing beats this reaction
– and it was a feeling, I think, of we did it, we did it together, and it was better than any of us
ever thought.
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Nina Rossini in conversation
with Make A Scene Director,
Rosa Campagnaro
Rosa Campagnaro is the Director of Make A Scene Theatre Arts Education
and has been delivering her unique brand of Commedia dell’Arte training
and performances to schools around the country since 2004. Her extensive
training includes: commedia with Venezia InScena (Italy); Bouffon with
Giovanni Fusetti; Jacques Lecoq Technique with Norman Taylor and voice
and Shakespeare with Patsy Rodenburg. Rosa also has a teaching degree
from Deakin University and has taught Drama at a senior level. Her work
has been selected for the VCE Playlist for seasons at La Mama Theatre in
2016 with an original translation of ‘The Servant of Two Masters’ (published
by Currency Press) and in 2019 with a new adaptation of Carlo Collodi’s,
‘Pinocchio’. Rosa has taught teachers, students and actors through: Drama
Victoria, Deakin University, The Fairfax Youth Initiative and Melbourne
Theatre Company. She has also served as a proud member of the Drama
Victoria Committee of Management.
I have had the pleasure of experiencing Make A Scene’s Commedia dell’Arte performances and
workshops and was excited to interview Company Director and Teaching Artist, Rosa Campagnaro.

Can you tell us a bit about your training and background?
On a gap year back in 2003, while visiting my father’s birth city, Venice, I discovered a school
that specialised in Commedia dell’Arte and ended up training with Venezia InScena (now the
Masters program at the Accademia Teatrale Veneta). This experience inspired me to found
Make A Scene and bring commedia to schools around Australia. BC (before commedia) I
graduated from Deakin University with a Bachelor of Arts and a Bachelor of Teaching and
worked in schools teaching Drama and
Media Studies. Since starting the Company,
I also had the privilege of training with
some of the great physical theatre and
acting teachers around. Norman Taylor
(Jacques Lecoq technique) was a huge
influence on my teaching style and how
to approach this work with actors and
students. Most recently Giovanni Fusetti
inspired the grotesque Bouffon in me, and
the incomparable Patsy Rodenburg taught
Jasper Foley as Pinocchio at La Mama.
Photo credit: Alex Motta
me invaluable voice technique through
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Christian Bagin in The Servant of Two Masters at La Mama.

Photo credit: Lisa Businovski

Shakespearian text. The most significant training, however, has been on the job, I found the
the greatest lessons are learned when you need to put your ego aside, your technique into
practice and just go through the sometimes gruelling process of devising and performing
your own work!
The mission for the Company states that you aim to ‘maintain the rich theatrical tradition
of Commedia dell’Arte while remaining accessible to contemporary audiences.’ How do
you achieve that?
Tradition is important, but I think there’s a danger in trying to emulate a form that worked for
15th century European audiences. A contemporary audience may have trouble connecting with
(or caring about) a Spanish Capitano because they don’t quite get the beef the Italians had with
their Spaniard invaders. But when re-contextualised, it can become relevant - and funnier! My
goal is to quickly demystify the form by making links to contemporary figures as well as TV
shows, comedies and films students would find familiar. Take the character Gaston from Beauty
and the Beast, or The Vulture from Brooklyn Nine-Nine. These are great recognisable examples
of a modern Capitano type and can be a great starting point when introducing the character.
In our show, Fooling in Love, the character of Pantalone is based on perhaps the biggest
Pantalone type in the world today (you know… starts with T and rhymes with “rump”!).
Meanwhile we created his foreign nemesis Capitano by drawing on recognisable Putin-esque
traits – including a costume with defined abdominal muscles, referencing Putin’s bare chested
publicity shots… something that was impossible for us not to mock!
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Jasper Foley in Pinocchio at La Mama.

Photo credit: Alex Motta

The function of 15th century commedia was to entertain the masses and make socio-political
commentary. I suppose what Make A Scene tries to do is ‘maintain the tradition’ of social and
political satire - in order to keep it modern!
In May this year your show Pinocchio was selected for the prestigious VCE Drama Playlist
and received rave reviews. Can you tell us a bit about this piece? What was your creative
process given that it was a solo show?
The collaborative creative process started with a ‘dreaming’ day with the director, performer
and myself where we discussed Collodi’s themes, big ideas and the images that stood out
for us from the story. We knew from the beginning of the development that we wanted this
show to be a solo performance, for the actor to transform using commedia masks and for the
design to be interactive. The team all bought different expertise to the development: director
Christian Bagin trained in clowning (with John Bolton), performer Jasper Foley was an excellent
improviser (and studied with Philippe Gaulier) and as assistant director, I was the commedia
specialist.
The first day of rehearsal we had Jasper improvising and ‘acting out’ Collodi’s version of
Pinocchio while Christian and I wrote down the best bits and the images that stood out. The
process continued like this, with more improvising, scripting and refining. The designer, Eloise
Kent, was also part of the initial rehearsals, drawing ideas for the set and costumes while
Jasper worked.
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Once we had a clear structure, Newmi (Commedia Masks, Bali) created masks based on
our designs and mock-ups. We knew that the Pinocchio character is a traditional commedia
Arlecchino type so we asked Newmi to create an Arlecchino mask with a long nose and voila,
we had our Pinocchio mask! The piece developed over several months and once we had a
script we commissioned Felix Watson to write music for the piece.
(You can see a trailer and listen to the music from the show here:
http://www.makeascene.com.au/pinocchio-prep-year-8/.)
Teachers like your work because the shows give students a lot to analyse and discuss. What
are students learning when they see one of your shows?
Our shows tick all the boxes when analysing commedia conventions and techniques. You’ll
find exaggerated and stylised physical comedy, audience interaction, improvisation, use of
mask and contemporary references. Students are not only introduced to the style, but have an
opportunity to learn about another culture through the setting and use of the Italian language
(which is still easily understood because all Italian words and phrases are translated with
exaggerated gestures in line with the commedia style!).
Students experience a show with innovative high production values, performed by a company
of skilled professional actors. By making commedia accessible, students easily understand and
identify with the work and can then be inspired to give it a go themselves.
Teachers also receive a comprehensive resource kit that is useful for preparing students before
the incursion or as a follow up.
What’s your approach in a workshop situation? How do you get the best out of the students?
Get physical and empower!
I aim to create a space where kids can be playful, and I found the best way to do this is to
get students up playing and mucking around with lazzi (Italian for gags and slapstick). I like
to give students permission to be silly, by demonstrating silly first! Also, when exploring the
masks, it’s no fun being too strict about getting the specific physicality for each mask ‘right’.
It’s not important at this stage of the learning and this can kill the play and make students
self‑conscious.
The key is to empower the student. Help them achieve results by giving them simple
techniques, improvisation structures, and tools to find their own unique interpretation for
the mask. I demonstrate the actor’s process for developing the masked character by drawing
on the physical features of the mask and the information about that character (wants, needs,
history and animalistic tendencies), then give students an understanding of how to apply this
to their own process.
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Nina Rossini in conversation with Make A Scene Director, Rosa Campagnaro

Christian Bagin, Jasper Foley & Rosa Campagnaro. Photo credit: Alex Motta
How do you think studying commedia might enrich the school curriculum (Drama and/or
other)?
For Drama and Theatre Studies students, of course, the skills learned in commedia are
applicable and immediately transferable to any theatrical style or form. But there are also
many opportunities for cross-curricular learning and group-based projects through commedia:
studying and making masks in Art; looking at the style and culture in History; or learning
the Italian language through visual storytelling and gesture. In English, students can write
commedia playscripts they’ve developed through improvisation, or study the choreography of
commedia as a form of Dance.
As Make A Scene approaches its 10 Year Anniversary you and the Company have achieved
quite a lot. What’s on the cards for 2020?
Gosh it’s hard to believe that we’re already well and truly into our 10th year! As we reach this
milestone I happily reflect on our achievements: incursions to hundreds of schools around
the country, a fantastic company of talented performers, and two published plays through
Currency Press! All these experiences have given me so much joy and satisfaction, and I have
certainly learned a great deal.
So… (here comes the shameless plug!)… in 2020 I’d like to impart my trade secrets in an
intensive Commedia dell’Arte training program for teachers and actors. Please get in touch if
you’re interested!!
I must say, too, none of this could have been possible without the support of my community
of Drama Teachers and, most importantly, Drama Victoria, which has been instrumental in
showcasing and supporting our work. Thank you DV!
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Chris Montgomery

Chris is a Drama teacher at Reddam House in Bondi and is currently responsible for collaborating in the
design and implementation of the Drama Curriculum for both the Middle (7-9) and Senior Schools (10-12).
He obtained his degree in Education from the University of Western Sydney undertaking a Bachelor of Arts/
Bachelor of Teaching (2006); his extensive state-wide teaching experience has led him opportunities working
in youth theatre across schools in Western Sydney since 2004, successfully inspiring students with a passion
for the creative arts. Chris has actively attended and led professional development workshops, training
collaboratively with drama teachers and practitioners presenting at the Drama NSW Conference and IDIERI
9 International Drama Conference enriching his teaching pedagogy. He is a Senior Marker for the HSC
Drama Practical Examination and has led workshops at the NSW State Drama Camp as well as having been
a tutor for the NSW State Drama Ensembles Program. These opportunities have led Chris to establish both
Junior and Senior extracurricular Drama programs to prepare students for the importance of collaboration,
creativity and empathy understanding and supporting others in innovative ways.

Drama promotes cognitive thinking and encourages problem solving through the freedom of
students exploring ideas and situations, communicating and critically reflecting on both their
creative choices and those of their peers. The opportunity to introduce Drama to students
from Year 7 Stage 4 encourages creativity and nurtures collaboration from their early years of
adolescence. This unit was designed in conjunction with an ‘Improvisation and Theatresports
Unit’ which introduces students to the importance of thinking spontaneously and collaborating
through one, two and three minute improvised scenarios, navigating unscripted situations
and inhabiting a variety of roles paved with unknown conflicts.
As a result of students performing for their peers each session, receiving critical feedback,
ongoing collaboration, spontaneity and creative problem solving under timed conditions
certainly aided the development of their skills. There was a clear increase in student confidence
and resilience for both making and performing as a result of the opportunity to play freely in a
non-threatening environment.
In this unit students are introduced to the elements of drama and Narrative Playbuilding
techniques through practical approaches and critical reflection. Improvised scenarios and
activities cater to student learning needs addressing situations, developing characters and
roles, through body language and voice, building tension and conflict to engage an audience.
The opportunity to rehearse improvised scenarios encourages students to reflect on their
creative choices and allows them the physical freedom to explore new creative possibilities.
The Teacher facilitates warm up games, which start each session encouraging focus and
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concentration, energy and awareness of movement and characterisation. Refer to Appendix
A for instructions.
Critical reflection throughout the unit affirms the students’ appreciation for the elements of
drama, learning to respond and evaluate, describing their work and the work of others. This
unit provides an opportunity for students to understand the dynamics of the actor audience
relationship and, through creative strategies, encourages students to feel confident and free to
devise engaging and entertaining theatre.
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The Unit

Suitability: Years 7-8     Duration: 14 Sessions
Teaching and learning Outcomes:
• Students learn to work collaboratively
• Develop greater awareness of performance skills
• Identify and explore the elements of drama through
playbuilding strategies
• Explore ideas and situations through role-play
demonstrating empathy and physical freedom
• Create and control focus
• Develop an awareness of building tension and audience
engagement
• Think critically and reflect on their own learning
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SESSION 1 – Introduction to the elements of drama
(Body Language)
Warmup: I’m Coming Over for Pancakes (See Appendix A)
Task 1: Emotional Statues (Part 1)
The teacher directs students to walk around the room and create a number of statues
that reflect a variety of emotional states:
•
•
•
•
•

Angry
Afraid
Surprised
Tired
Nervous

Teacher leads reflection focusing on the effects on the body addressing: posture,
gestures, facial expression and focus to recreate each emotion.
Questions could include:
• What do you notice about your posture when embodying the emotion of anger?
• Explain the difference in your facial expression from surprise to afraid.
• Identify some of the common gestures used to convey anger. How do these physical
gestures clearly portray this emotion?

Emotional Statues (Part 2)
The Teacher facilitates students as they explore how the relationship with an additional
actor can enhance the emotion being portrayed for an audience. The Teacher introduces
the proxemics of movement encouraging spatial relationships to be explored with the
students improvising a freeze frame.
Some emotional states to choose from:
•
•
•
•
•

Disagreement
Encouragement
Giving directions
Threatening
Approval

Extension: Students assign a situation and character to one of their freeze frames.
Briefly bring these images to life for 20 seconds. The Teacher elects 1-2 pairs to present
their freeze frame improvisations. Observe and facilitate discussion in small groups,
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asking students to consider how they used body language to communicate these
emotional states. Encourage students to use descriptive language when explaining their
physical choices.

Activity 2: Emotional Guess Who
The Teacher offers pairs, in secret, an emotional state to present to the class. Students must
guess the emotion through the body language employed by their students presenting.
Suggested emotional states to choose from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A greeting
To surrender
To threaten
To encourage
A farewell/ saying goodbye
Annoyed
To explore
To break in
To play
To annoy or tease
Hoping for good luck

Discussion Questions:
1. Can you give one example of a gesture used to communicate the given emotional
states? E.g. Hands up, head shaking, fingers crossed, finger pointing, fist shaking etc.
2. How would you describe how the performers manipulated their eyes, mouth, hands,
arms, fingers to convey meaning?
3. How would you describe the space between the characters? Close or distant?
4. What do these staging choices tell the audience about the status and power in the
scene?
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SESSION 2 – Creating believable and credible
characters (Character and role)
Students are transposing their understanding of body language and emotional states
from the previous lesson into the characters they create across a number of activities in
this session. The Teacher introduces the importance of developing belief and complexity
in role, reflecting on the importance of body language from the previous lesson.

Warmup: Character Cross (See Appendix A for instructions)
Task 1: Statues and Scenarios
1. The Teacher leads a neutral walk through the space and directs students to freeze a
variety of character poses.
Character suggestions:
– A member of the royal family/ royalty greeting fans
– A surgeon
– An astronaut
– A bug collector
2. Students join with the closest person to create a ‘dynamic duo’ freeze frame, which
could be brought to life, allowing students to explore the element of voice. Some
suggestions for scenarios are:
– A proposal
– An escape
– A holiday
– A wedding ceremony
Facilitate a discussion with students reflecting on their use of body language to create a
variety of roles and situations. Continue to encourage the use of descriptive language in
reference to the staging of the performers.
• How does the image convey who the characters are?
• Identify a physical gesture that demonstrates this role.
• How could these characters be made clearer for the audience?

Task 2: Events (From Drama Menu, Glyn Trefor-Jones)
The Teacher issues students with two situations e.g. a moon landing and the courtroom.
Students are given ten minutes to devise two scenes considering characters, movement/
body language and relationships. They are encouraged to experiment with sound and
repetitive movement to transition between scenes.

Conclusion:
• Discuss which scenes worked well and why?
• Could the audience identify character choices and evidence of body language and
relationships established on stage?
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SESSION 3 – The element of Focus
(Character and Role cont’d)
Introduction: The Teacher encourages students to recount key ideas from the
previous session.

Questions to consider:
1. Can you identify the elements of drama have we explored in previous sessions?
2. Give an example of how we have experimented with these elements in performance.

Warmup: 1 Duck, 2 Legs, Quack! (See Appendix A for instructions)
The Teacher instructs students to form a circle. This game requires focus, concentration
and rhythm.

Task 1: Fairy Tale Characters
The Teacher instructs students to walk through the space as they are reminded of the
importance of movement and body language to communicate role. They are endowed
with a selection of character types, some of which may relate to their upcoming
assessment task. The Teacher could encourage students to use sound and voice or
dialogue to give greater dimension to each role.
Suggested characters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red Riding Hood
Wolf
Giant
Old person crossing street
Businessman running late
Overweight Construction worker
Chef
Scientist
Witch at her cauldron

Students are instructed throughout this exercise to move back and forth between
roles, with the Teacher drawing their attention to the transformation of movement to
communicate each role.
In small groups of 4-5 students present their characters to the class. Their peers analyse
the performers’ physical choices and are given the opportunity to guess which character
each of the students were. The audience must give an example of a physical or vocal
choice made by the actor to support their answer.

A possible reflection question:
1. Why is movement important when working with the elements of character and role?
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SESSION 4 – Characters and Status
Warmup: Walking the levels of status (See Appendix A for instructions)
Introduction: The Teachers introduces the term ‘Status’ as a new stage in character
development.

Possible discussion points:
https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/high-statuslow-status-character-physicality/
• Status is about power and control.
• Status can be the relationship of control, like between a student and a teacher. A status
relationship can occur in the most unexpected places e.g. A homeless man who shouts
at you on the street. Status can be about the struggle for control. Perhaps a high status
person has status over a low status person and the low status person doesn’t like it.
• One of the ways we can learn about status is by physically playing status in the body.
The way a high status character walks is noticeably different to the way a low status
character walks.

Attributes of a high status character: Confident, controlled, steady tempo, eyes
up, appears grand and open, shoulders back.

Attributes of a low status character: Closed body language, rushed or moves
slowly, fidgets, small or large bubble of personal space, appears small or insignificant

Task 1: Status Swap
The Teacher plays ‘Status Swap’ with several pairs of students. The Teacher asks two
students to improvise a scenario. They are endowed with one high and one low status
character. They are instructed to remain as their characters and transform into the
opposite status, altering who is in control of the situation over the course of the scene.
Possible high/low status roles:
• Boss/ employee
• Ice cream man / customer
• Mad scientist/bumbling assistant

Reflection:
• Could students identify the status shifting in each scene?
• How did the transformation of power affect the elements of movement, rhythm and/
or role?

Task 3: The Party Game (See Appendix B for instructions)
Reflection:
1. How do the elements of body language, focus, character and tension come into play
when we explore status?
2. Identify characters from film, theatre and/or television and identify their status. What
makes them present as this status? Support your answer.
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SESSION 5 – Exploring Situations and Creating
Narratives with Characters
Warm up: Knife and Fork (See Appendix A for instructions)
Group Discussion: What is tension?
Discussion is based around introducing the element of tension and making students
aware of situations and scenarios where they may have previously encountered a rise
in tension or conflict.
Suggested ways of introducing tension – a sense of anticipation or conflict within
characters or character relationships, or problems, surprise and mystery in stories and
ideas to propel dramatic action and create audience engagement.

Task 1: Why So Tense?
In groups of 4-5 students create frozen moments of tension in groups relating to specific
events. Encourage the students to make rather than discuss. Often a countdown of 5
seconds encourages them to make offers spontaneously without being burned by
direction.
Suggested scenarios:
• The Wedding
• The Alien Invasion
• The Fire
Students work on bringing these images to life, exploring movement, space, voice, focus,
tension, place and situation.

Reflection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How are these frozen moments examples of tension?
Who are you?
Where are you?
As an audience member, where is our focus drawn to? Why?

Task 2: Beginnings and Endings
Students are directed to create two additional scenes, before and after the moment of
tension. Through rehearsed improvisation students will devise the three short scenes,
developing a sense of rising dramatic tension, establishing place and calling on their
previous skills of movement, voice and character.
Share and discuss with the class.
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SESSION 6 – Character Development Revisited
Warmup: Big Booty (See Appendix A for instructions)
Task 1: Character Scales
Teacher instructs students to walk through the space and imagine the energy and
physicality of a role on a scale of 1-10, much like status explored in previous sessions.
The emphasis is on archetypes, body language and voices encouraging students to play
creatively as they introduce themselves to each other as the endowed character.
Additionally, students begin having longer conversations in an improvised style as those
characters.
Suggested characters:
• Pirate
• Astronaut
• Politician
Introducing natural elements and environments keeps students on their toes:
• Trees
• Mountains
• Fog
Students present some of their characters and share their experiences with the class.
The audience identify the physical strengths of the characters and distinguish between
the different physical and vocal choices made by the students embodying these roles.

SESSION 7 – Tell the Story
Warmup: Queen Dido (See Appendix A for instructions)
Introduction:
The Teacher reflects on the elements students have explored in previous sessions
encouraging students to share how these elements were presented in performance.

Task 1:
Students are given the opportunity to improvise and rehearse their own short story
showcasing different character types.
•
•
•
•

Visiting the dentist
Landing on an undiscovered planet
Spies on a secret mission
My bizarre news day!

Students present their scenes and the Teacher leads a discussion about how the
elements of drama were embedded throughout the performance.
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SESSION 8
Warmup: Look and Shriek (See Appendix A for instructions)
Task 1: Objects
Students walk through the space and form groups. The Teacher announces shapes and
objects for students to make. Encourage movement and sound of the object. Watch
some students present their object to the class.
Suggested objects relating to the upcoming assessment task: Throne, Jar of magic
beans, Grandfather clock, Oven for cooking children.

Task 2: Assessment Task
Students are taken through their ‘Fractured Fairy Tale’ Performance Assessment Task.
They are placed in their groups and begin brainstorming ideas for their narrative.
Encourage students to consider characters, places, situations and events, objects, well
known dialogue.
A suggested structure for brainstorming:
1. List the fairy tales your group is interested in presenting.
2. What are the major events of this story?
3. Who are the characters?
4. How could you fracture or re-invent the events of characters of this story?
Students share their narrative ideas with the class.
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SESSIONS 9 & 10 – Rehearsal sessions
Allow approximately four sessions for students to build and refine their performance
task. The Teacher should observe and facilitate the structure of each group’s narrative
and how they are applying the elements of drama, such as character, body language,
voice, space and tension as well as, the additional required criteria of actors as props,
transitions and soundscape.

Warmup: Thank you (See Appendix A for instructions)
Discuss the varying types of focus that were made, the body language used and the
interesting shapes that were made.

Reflection and evaluation:
• Which moments stood out to you? Why?
• Which tableaux/freeze frames created the strongest sense of focus and why?

Task 1: Establishing Place and Situation
The Teacher encourages students to model how to establish the setting of a situation
with students improvising freeze frames and additional action and dialogue.
1. Choose 3-4 students to model activity on stage. Ask volunteer for the setting of a
story, e.g. Christmas morning, at the dentist, at the hairdresser, finding treasure, the
winning goal etc.
2. Someone else from the audience volunteers a scenario, e.g. the dentist pulls out the
wrong tooth, the Christmas cake is poisoned, nanna’s hair is dyed hot pink instead
etc.
3. They create 3 key moments from the story (paying attention to space, levels, proximity,
tension etc.).
4. Students present this scene, improvised, enacting all three key moments.
Suggested reflection questions:
• Was the scene engaging and theatrical? Why?
• Could we identify place and setting? What choices were made to communicate these
elements?
• Were the characters clearly identified? How did the performers use characterisation,
movement and voice to present their roles clearly?
• How could the scene be improved?
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Task 2: Fractured Fairy Tale Development
Students are given the opportunity to develop a clear setting for their narrative. They
construct a freeze frame, then improvise the scene for at least 20 seconds, introducing
characters and establishing place for the preceding narrative. The Teacher may introduce
the conventions of a narrator or actors as props to assist students establishing their setting.
Observe and discuss the staging choices groups have made and give critical feedback
and creative suggestions to develop their theatrical choices.
This devising structure is repeated for introducing tension or conflict to the narrative.
Students create a tableau presenting a moment of conflict introduced to their narrative.

Task: String Tension
http://www.dramatoolkit.co.uk/drama-games/item/plot/string-tension
Put students in pairs or threes and ask them to devise a scene such as:
• Student in head teachers office
• Opening a present
• Shopping with children
• Doctor giving test results
Encourage students to explore space, levels and timing, they should not be afraid of
silence in a scene. Once they have devised a short scene stretch a piece of string (using
the whiteboard is also effective) across the Drama space telling them that the string will
determine how the scene will be played:
• A string drawn tight represents high tension.
• A slack string represents low tension.
Teacher facilitates students working in their assessment groups improvising the moment
of tension to their narrative. Each group describes the situation in one sentence e.g. the
wolf arrives at the little pigs’ cottage or Little Red hears a noise in the enchanted forest.
The groups then improvise the scene for at least one minute before reflecting.
• Was my role clearly established?
• How was the conflict introduced?
• Was there a build in the tension?
• How did the tension increase?
The groups rehearse their improvisation before performing for the class. Feedback is
issued to assist students with developing the dramatic tension of their fairy tale narrative.
If time, students work on their opening scene establishing place to ensure they have two
completed scenes.
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SESSIONS 11-14
These sessions are continued rehearsal sessions for students to build their performance
task. Students continue to be facilitated by the Teacher with constructive feedback
addressing staging, characterisation, timing and audience engagement.

Warmup: Soundscapes (See Appendix A for instructions)
In groups students must make a soundscape of a particular place or environment e.g.
a beach, rainforest, construction site, a city. Select one student to direct each group,
who will conduct the soundscape. The leader can control the volume and timing of the
sounds.

Task 1: Flashback/ Flash Forward
https://dramaresource.com/flashbacks-and-flash-forwards/
Performers in a scene are asked to improvise scenes which take place seconds, minutes,
days or years before or after a dramatic moment. This enables the exploration of
characters’ backgrounds, motivations and the consequences of their actions. Students
create their moment of tension, then ask them to create a freeze frame minutes, days or
years before this moment individually, bringing characters to life and then share their
thoughts and feelings. Repeat this exercise, but with students creating a moment after
the tension has occurred.

Introduction: Transitions
During these sessions students should be introduced to the process of moving from one
scene to the next using a variety of transitions.

Task 1: Transitions
The Teacher introduces ways of transitioning between scenes: snap or crossfade applying
slow motion, soundscape and simple words or phrases. One group is volunteered to
present three key images from Goldilocks and the Three Bears: Goldilocks discovering
the bears’ house and making her way indoors. Students can play inanimate objects
in the house, e.g. the creaking door, chairs, bowls of porridge, steam rising etc. Then,
Goldilocks discovered asleep in the little bear’s bed, then Goldilocks running away from
the bears’ house. The Teacher demonstrates how students can move between each
image using a range of transitional techniques.
The class are then given 10 minutes to work with their group and prepare three key
moments from their performance experimenting with transitions. Share and discuss
with the class.
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Reflection:
• How did groups apply transitions to move between scenes?
• Were some transitions more effective than others? Why?
Students are given time to rehearse and put the finishing touches to their playbuild
performances applying skills acquired throughout the unit. Facilitate their inclusion
techniques: soundscape, transitions, flash forward and flashback, as well as their
manipulation of the elements of drama.

Presentation of performance: Students present their Fractured Fairy Tale
performances.

Student evaluation and reflection: Students evaluate the effectiveness of
playbuilding techniques and demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of the
elements of drama explored through the playbuilding process, completing a series of
short answer reflection questions describing how they used transitions and applied
elements (such as movement, voice, tension and character) to engage their audience.
Students are encouraged to use evocative language which paints a picture for the reader
of explicit moments from their performance.
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Appendix A – Warmup Games
I’m Coming Over for Pancakes
Students stand in a circle. The Teacher says “I’m coming over for pancakes” and makes eye
contact with a student in the circle and walks across the circle to stand in their place. This
student must deliver the same line, but in a different tone and pitch, making eye contact with
another student in the circle and take their position. This continues until all students have had
a turn. The line can then be changed and the game continues. The Teacher could increase the
energy and concentration of the students by including multiple lines at one time.

1 Duck, 2 Legs, Quack!
(Drama Menu: Theatre Games in Three Courses, Glyn Trefor-Jones)
Students repeat the mantra: ‘One duck, two legs, quack! Two ducks, four legs, quack, quack!
Three ducks, six legs, quack, quack, quack!’ Students say one word at a time around the circle
with no pauses or hesitations. If stopped, the mantra must start again.
The Teacher could draw the students’ awareness to the key areas of the game: focus and
concentration.

Character Cross
The students are directed to stand in a circle, each numbered 1-3. The Teacher calls out a
number, e.g. all 3’s cross the circle. Each student with the assigned number must cross the
circle, endowed with a certain character or role, e.g. a 4 year-old lost in Westfield Shopping
Plaza; all 2’s cross the circle as an 85 year-old man with walking frame in Woolworths etc.
Characters suggestions:
• An exhausted mother with arms full of shopping
• A detective who has just stumbled upon an important clue
• A robber who has just left a crime scene
• A small child walking for the first time
• A young child waking up on Christmas morning
• A bully/ mafia boss strutting down the streets of his neighbourhood
• Bear Grylls/ explorer trenching through the jungle

‘Walking the Levels of Status’
https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/high-statuslow-status-character-physicality/
Status is scaled 1-10, with 10 being practically superhuman and 1 being the lowliest creature
you can imagine.
Students walk through the space and are led down the scale, exploring movement, role, pace
and rhythm.
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Guided question: When was a time in which you were a 10 – in other words, when you had
complete power and authority in a situation?
Extension: The class sits down, with a number of students asked to remain standing and
walking through the space. Having chosen a number on the scale to recreate for their peers,
the Teacher then asks the audience to guess the status of each student and explain their choice
referencing movement, pace and rhythm.

Big Booty
http://improvencyclopedia.org/games/Big_Booty.html
Everyone in a circle. One player is Big Booty. The others, going clockwise, are numbered: 1, 2, 3
and so on. Now Big Booty establishes a 4-beat rhythm, saying Big Booty, Big Booty, Big Booty,
(followed by a rest) - repeat this until everyone got the rhythm. The game then goes as follows:
Big Booty passes the buck to someone else, saying Big Booty to 7 (say) (this takes 2 beats, one
for saying `Big Booty` and one for saying `to 7`). Number 7 then passes in 2 beats to, say
number 2, saying `7 to 2`. It then continues until someone makes a mistake: if and when that
happens everyone says (in 2 beats) `Oh [word]`, after which we repeat Big Booty Big Booty
Big Booty, (+ rest on 4th beat), twice. After that, the player that made the mistake becomes Big
Booty, and everyone’s number changes. New Big Booty starts the game again.

Knife and Fork
The Teacher facilitates students moving through the space and instructs them to make various
objects in pairs and small groups. The students learn about the functionality of actors as
props, exploring movement and body language. Additionally, students could be instructed to
introduce one action and one line of dialogue or sound to their shapes.
Suggested shapes and objects, relating to the upcoming assessment task: picnic basket,
cupboard, enchanted tree, cauldron, bookshelf, toaster, lamp.

Queen Dido
Students stand in a circle. One student walks into the centre and announces that Queen
Dido has died. The circle responds and the student in the centre proceeds to act out how the
Queen died. Students in the circle then mimic the death. Encourage students to be creative
and imaginative with the manner in which the Queen has died. This warmup can generate an
immense amount of energy for students and be entertaining to see the characters they create
and the physical choices they make to simulate the death of the Queen.
The script for the game is as follows:
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A: (Move into the centre of the circle) Guess what?
All: What?
A: Queen Dido died!
All: How did she die?
A: She died like this?
(Re-enact the death of the Queen. Circle then mimics the death)

Look and Shriek
Students stand in a circle. Looking at the ground the Teacher instructs students to look up at
someone across the circle. If their eyes meet they both shriek dramatically and die. Encourage
dramatic, exaggerated deaths.

Thank You
Students stand in a circle and Student A enters the circle making a physical offer (using
gestures, body language, character and focus). Student B then enters and must complement
or add onto this physical offer, creating a new point of focus and a new relationship with the
space. Student A then says ‘thank you’ and leaves.

Soundscapes
In groups students must make a soundscape of a particular place or environment e.g. a beach,
rainforest, construction site, a city. Select one student to direct each group, who will conduct
the soundscape. The leader can control the volume and timing of the sounds.

Appendix B
The Party Game
(Drama Menu: Theatre Games in Three Courses, Glyn Trefor-Jones)
For Party Guest characters suggestions download the resource pack on the Drama Menu
website.
One student as the party host prepares the performance space for his/her party, which could
be a birthday, New Year’s celebration etc. The Teacher selects five students to be guests at
the party and secretly endows them each with a character to the side of the space. One at
a time the guests will arrive in character, by knocking and opening an imaginary door. Each
character has the opportunity to establish themselves and should avoid speaking over one
another. Encourage students to explore their characterisation and make strong physical and
vocal offers!
Once the guests have come together to sing or play a party game with the host bring all the
players together and allow the audience an opportunity to guess the character traits of each
guest.
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2019: A Year in Review
President: Kelly Young   DALO: Sonia Byrnes

Drama NSW has enjoyed a dynamic year in 2019, supported by enthusiastic, passionate
committee members who have worked exceptionally hard to maintain and consolidate the
rapid growth that occurred in 2017 and 2018.
Our professional learning opportunities have continued to retain their outstanding reputation,
demonstrating our values of excellence and creativity. This is of course, anchored around the
central event of the year – the NSW State Conference. This year, Drama NSW was hosted by
Bradfield Senior College in St Leonards, north of the CBD. We were lucky to have Professor Pasi
Sahlberg, Dr Christine Hatton and Wesley Enoch as keynote speakers and they reminded us of
the importance of play, creativity and inclusion in every educational institution, across every
educational sector.
The Drama NSW Membership Team have also developed exciting events to celebrate our
community this year. Alongside our Professional Learning Calendar Launch at Matinee in
Marrickville, Drama NSW introduced our first Life Members Lunch to celebrate the contributions
of our much-valued Life Members. Designed to occur on the same day as the Professional
Learning Launch, our Life Members Lunch allowed us to commemorate their contributions at
the start of the academic year and bring their expertise to the launch of our program, creating
a wonderful synergy between past and present.
In 2019, Drama NSW welcomed ATYP (Australian Theatre for Young People) a national theatre
company focusing primarily on the creation of theatre for young Australians, into a creative
partnership. Drama NSW is building this relationship thoughtfully, with the goal of reaching as
many students and their teachers in supporting an Arts rich education for all in NSW.
As you may remember, in 2018, Drama NSW advocated strongly on behalf of its members as
the NSW Government (NESA) began the process of rewriting the K – 6 Creative Arts Curriculum.
As yet, there is no formal reply to the discussions that occurred. We look forward to hearing
that the students of NSW are able to access an education rich in all art forms – including Drama
as soon as possible.
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Drama Queensland update
President: Dana Holden   DALO: Emma Funnell

Drama Queensland supports over 300 members and provides professional development, a
range of publications, advocacy and more.
Each year our state conference is a large event. Below is a brief recap from our Professional
Development team for the 2019 conference, SHAPE.
Starting March with SHAPE 19 was quite possibly the best way to begin a new month – and
what a weekend it was! We hope all who attended the conference have left with innovative and
practical ways to shape pedagogy and new curriculum in your classroom contexts.
Our keynotes for this year each had their purpose – Jonathan Welch spoke from the heart,
Nadine McDonald-Dowd allowed us to understand our First Nations cultural history and Tracey
Sanders showed us how to delve into our stories and the stories of others to reveal truth. Friday
night also saw Anna Telford being acknowledged through the ‘Service to Drama Education’
award – congratulations on this well-deserved honour.

Keynote Jonathon Welch at SHAPE19
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Our workshop strands covered everything from primary process dramas, new senior syllabus
workshops, current research and its practical implementation and masterclasses from industry
professionals. At lunch, delegates were given the opportunity to see a performance from Youth
Touring about finding our inner spark entitled Kitch Culture.
There was a lot more across the two day event, but the overall impression of the 2019 conference
was the ‘togetherness’ of our tribe.
We cannot wait to see you next year for our National Conference - 2020 VISION – it’s looking to
be brilliant already!
2020 Vision is the Drama Australia National Conference, hosted by Drama Queensland
and taking place on April 16, 17 and 18.
As we head towards 2020, the question must be asked – what is our vision as drama educators?
Who or what will be the drivers of change? It is important that there is clarity within our shared
vision and that we continue to advocate for both our subject and ourselves. It is necessary to
look back retrospectively and use the wisdom and insight of the drama ‘greats’ who have gone
before us to position the arts well into the future. Our focus must be on providing critical and
creative opportunities for our students and to encourage both passion and rigour within our
subject. Creating this shared vision ensures that we continue to provoke, innovate and lead
educational reform.
What is your 2020 Vision?
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What’s been happening
in SA?
President: Trent Phillips   DALO: Valerie Harrold

2019 has been a busy and rewarding year for the hardworking volunteers at Drama South
Australia.
The committee met in a variety of venues this year.
This photo was taken whilst we were enjoying the
hospitality of Slingsby Theatre Company at Parkside.
Thanks to the hard work of Anthony Kelly, we now
have an Industry Partnership document, and Anthony
has been creating a list of potential targets for us to
approach.
As well as our own professional development offers to Early Childhood, Primary and Secondary
teachers, members of the executive have worked alongside the ORFF Music Association to
provide workshops in Adelaide and Port Augusta, and to also provided outstanding workshops
with Educators SA during Arts Inspire 2019. Educators South Australia and the Department for
Education, South Australia have offered a selection of workshops across all five art forms.
We were thrilled to have our very own, Professor Robyn Ewing AM and Drama Australia
President John Nicholas Saunders as keynote speakers, delivering an inspiring address
about ‘Understanding the transformative nature of the Arts in Symphony: A transdisciplinary
approach to deep learning.’
Arts Inspire 2019 also featured two workshops from Anthony Kelly on “Using Theatre Sports
to extend and inspire.” Anthony is a Drama teacher at Mercedes College, South Australia, and
Arts Industry Liaison Officer for Drama South Australia. Anthony’s workshops took delegates
through how he set up a successful extracurricular Theatre Sports program at his school, the
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theory and rules on how Theatre Sports works, and then led delegates through some games to
start their journey of exploration.
Drama
South
Australia
Vice-President(Professional Learning) and wonderful Nazareth
Catholic Community primary Arts educator
Daniela Zagari presented a dynamic workshop
entitled ‘A box set of strategies and ideas to
extend the talented Drama student.’ Delegates
engaged in the hands-on activities and were
also provided with comprehensive resources.
Congratulations to DSA President Trent Phillips
and Communications Officer Matthew Maloney
who were invited to Government House by
Educators SA for a Vice-Regal reception last
week to celebrate the work of Educators in
South Australia and as major award winners at
the 2018 World Teachers Day Ceremony.
We were very fortunate this year to receive a grant
from Educators’ SA. We have used the funds to
purchase equipment that enables us to live stream some of our Professional Development
sessions. This is a wonderful asset to our regional teachers, and a huge thanks goes to Trent
Phillips, President of Drama SA, for his hard work in submitting the application.

Wonderful Workshops!!
Left: Stage Combat
Bottom Left: Theatre Sports
Below: Technical Theatre Workshop
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MAMA Project
Drama SA is very happy to announce that we have
begun our MAMA interviews. Our first ‘Legend’
to be interviewed was Graham Cox. Graham is a
founding member of SAADIE (now Drama South
Australia), and a wealth of knowledge regarding
all things pertaining to Drama in Education, here
is SA. Our aim is to interview 20, by 2020, when
we will launch these fabulous interviews at our
State Conference.

‘Walking Together’ Professional Development Workshop
Drama South Australia held their inaugural professional development ‘Walking Together’,
on Saturday 31st August in collaboration with Kaurna elder Uncle Tamaru Kartinyeri, Verna
Koolmatrie from Ngarrindjeri country (along the Coorong SA) and Kelly Roe-Hunter from Tiwi
and Iwadja Kaytetye country. The workshop’s aim was to empower teachers to gain a deeper
understanding of how to embed Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island perspectives in meaningful
and valued ways across the curriculum. For many delegates this is the beginning of their
journey. ‘Walking Together’ was held at the Magill Campus of the University of South Australia.
The university has supported Drama SA with a number of professional development events,
and this was a wonderful setting, as it has strong significance to the local Kaurna people. Upon
registration, delegates were invited to submit a one line, burning question regarding something
they would like to gain from the professional development offered. These questions formed
the basis of the planning for each of the workshops.

Figure 1: Tjilbruke narna arra, Tjilbruke Gateway, is a work by artists
Sherry Rankine, Margaret Worth and Gavin Malone. Located at
Warriparinga SA, the installation represents the Kaurna people’s
Tjilbruke Dreaming, telling of his journey south bearing the body of his
dead nephew.
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Figure 2 (above left): Uncle Tamaru presenting DSA President, Trent Phillips with the
book ‘The Dark Emu’. The Kaurna people are renowned as gift givers.
Figure 3 (above right): Kelly shared her knowledge with delegates during an
improvisation around Country.
The workshops were offered across three groupings; Early Childhood/Junior Primary, Primary
to Middle School, and Senior Secondary.
The morning began with the Kaurna Welcome by Uncle Tamaru from Deadly Mob. He also
acknowledged presenters Verna Koolmatrie a Ngarrindjeri woman and Kelly Roe-Hunter, Tiwi
and Iwadja Kaytetye woman.
The beautiful weather meant we were able to meet on the banks of the creek at Magill, and
Uncle reminded us that we were meeting there, just as his ancestors had done so long ago,
and that Country is still as important today as it was thousands of years ago. The Welcome
ended with Uncle Tamaru giving a copy of “The Dark Emu” by Bruce Pascoe to Drama South
Australia’s President Trent Phillips.
The Early Childhood/Junior Primary workshop presented by Kelly Roe-Hunter, a Tiwi, Iwadja
Kaytetye person and experienced educator, as well as key member of Drama South Australia
Valerie Harrold, took delegates through Welcome and Acknowledgement of Country. Delegates
created tableaux and improvisations that allowed them to experience the creation of their own
country, protocols and trading/visiting traditions and then relate them to the practice of First
Nations people here in Australia. A fantastic way for teachers to then be able to utilize these
strategies when working with their own students to enable their understanding of the importance
of the link to Country, Acknowledgment of Country, being Welcomed to it, by whom and why.
Kaurna elder Uncle Tamaru from Deadly Mob, led a wonderful workshop for our primary
delegates. He taught Kaurna language, shared traditions and a wealth of knowledge of Kaurna
culture. Uncle was generous with the tailoring of his workshop, structured around answering
a key question from each delegate. Delegates were even using simple Kaurna phrases in their
feedback notes. Uncle was also a wealth of knowledge in sharing suggested resources and
local places, where teachers can gain further knowledge.
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Figure 4 (top left): Uncle Tamaru had the delegates focussed and engaged during his
workshop.
Figure 5 (top right): Delegates were provided a wealth of information and learning
opportunities.
Figure 6 (above left): Utilizing the beautiful day into the workshop.
Figure 7 (above right): Two tables were covered in resources, many of which related to
local First Nation people. Delegates were thrilled to see the range of resources available.
Drama South Australia looks forward to continuing our connection with Uncle Tamaru and
working together on future events.
The Secondary workshop at “Walking Together” was presented by Verna Koolmatrie, a
Ngarrindjeri woman who is a strong advocate and educator in the revival of Aboriginal languages,
and experienced Secondary Drama educator and Drama South Australia Arts Education Officer
Karen Inwood. Verna spoke about the importance of respect and acknowledgement before
working with Dreaming stories and explained how Dreaming is continual- never ends.
The workshop focused on a range of resources that can be used in the classroom as stimuli for
performance as well as sources for rich discussion, including poetry, song lyrics, music and
articles. A highlight was delegates walking in unison to a mother’s heartbeat (the first sound
we hear), leading to grounding and connection.
The final activity allowed delegates to work in groups using text as provocation (article written
in 2017 highlighting Aboriginal injustice in 1957), which provided a rich discussion about
research, Inquiry Based Learning and performance opportunities as a way to inform and create
understanding and social change.
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“Walking Together” concluded with our 42 delegates networking while enjoying a delicious
morning tea, then presenters shared a wealth of resources, followed by a chance for delegates
to ask questions of our experienced presenters. We would love to thank our generous presenters
Uncle Tamaru from Deadly Mob, Verna Koolmatrie, Kelly Roe-Hunter, Valerie Harrold, Karen
Inwood and the wonderful dedicated team of volunteers at Drama South Australia
The DSA team are beginning to plan the 2020 professional learning calendar of events, and
after receiving very positive feedback from the delegates who attended, ‘Walking Together’
will be nominated to be an ongoing event offered in partnership with First Nation presenters
and Drama SA.
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Drama Victoria –
Reflecting on 2019
President: Eli Erez   DALO: Nina Rossini

As Drama Victoria moves into its 51st year we have been reflecting on our first half century and
dreaming about where we are headed in the next half century and beyond.
This year the VCAA (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority) introduced two new study
designs for Drama and Theatre Studies. Our VCE workshops, seminars and conferences have
been well attended by teachers and students hungry for information about the new study
designs.
The VCE workshops provided an opportunity for teachers and students to meet assessors,
learn about the assessment criteria for their respective subject examinations, suggest areas
of focus, and learn exam preparation techniques. They allowed participants to network with
other teachers and students of Drama and Theatre Studies across Victoria.
The inclusion of Regional Days was particularly important as it provided an opportunity for
teachers and students living outside of Melbourne to overcome their relative isolation and
engage with their peers.

Jumpstart
Jumpstart is an event for P-12 teachers with specific workshops designed for Primary,
Middle Years, VCE Theatre Studies and VCE Drama. Designed to kick-start the year, Jumpstart
enables both new and experienced drama teachers to share ideas and resources and offers
the opportunity to establish networks. Jumpstart also provides experiences for Drama and
Theatre teachers that are not achievable in school-based programs. The Jumpstart program
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attracts delegates from both metropolitan and regional Victoria and is renowned for providing
exceptional professional learning for drama educators. Presenters are sourced from all aspects
of Drama education including practicing teachers, arts industry professionals, academics and
VCAA assessors.
In 2019 Drama Victoria’s Jumpstart conference was a two day event held at the Malthouse
Theatre on 22 & 23 February. Our wonderful keynote presentation was Wesley Enoch in
conversation with Heidi Irvine who responded to frequently asked questions from Drama
teachers regarding presenting performances with First Nations content. Over the two days
delegates had the opportunity to engage in stimulating forums and participate in workshops
that modelled best practice in drama education.

State Conference
Drama Victoria’s annual State Conference – Unity through Diversity: Celebrating & Exploring
Inclusivity via Drama Education – will take place at the Melbourne Graduate School of Education
on 5th & 6th December and will provide an intensive combination of industry networking and
professional development opportunities for Drama teachers across Victoria.
Some of the highlights of our 2019 Drama Victoria Conference will be
• Day 1 – Keynote from Jeffrey Tan community artist and drama educator from Singapore
and Australia – who will also be presenting a workshop Access Arts Victoria – Meg Upton in
conversation with Kate Hood, theatre maker with Raspberry Ripple Productions and board
member of Access Arts Victoria – a disability perspective
• Day 2 – Keynote Performance and discussion panel with Drama Victoria Theatre Festival
students from Braybrook Secondary College – student perspective/Indigenous themes and
Melbourne Theatre Company First Nations Young Peoples program in performance and
conversation – Industry Indigenous perspective
• Day 3 – The Drama Victoria awards, 2019 MAMA inductees, and an encore performance of
the ETHNODRAMA – The Greatest Love Of All

MAMA 2019
Robyn Kay (our Director of Archives) is in the process of coordinating the 2019 MAMA interviews
which will take place at Camberwell Grammar School this year on Sunday 17 November. We
are hoping to induct six more MAMA legends this year.

Drama Victoria Theatre Festival
The Drama Victorian Theatre Festival is a performance-making festival for Year 9 and 10
students from schools across metropolitan and regional Victoria. Students gained unique and
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valuable experiences in exploring dramatic stimulus and the devising process. Stimulus days
were held in world-class tertiary facilities where students learnt to create work alongside a
diverse range of their peers.
Students of participating schools gathered at host schools for a rehearsal day and performance
evening where they shared their performance work with family, friends and each other. This
year’s festival saw a number of major restructures to the financial model, with new university
partnerships and funding sources. We are excited about our plans for the festival’s future and
look forward to seeing its continued success.

DV Staffing
We are sad to hear that our WONDERFUL Director of Programs (Fiona Bechtold) will be returning
to work at Sandringham College at the start of 2020. Fiona has been a FABULOUS Director of
Programs for our association and we thank her for her years of service and for managing her
role with such integrity, professionalism and joy. We wish her every success for the future.

The Future
Each year we review our program through analysing attendance figures to see which workshops
are subscribed to and which are not. Via surveys and regular communications with our members
we note the areas that teachers are seeking development, and offer opportunities to support
teacher demand. We liaise with the VCAA (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority) and
note changes to curriculum – planning our program around curriculum reviews, changes and
educational trends.
Throughout 2020 we will continue to focus on Unity through Diversity - celebrating & exploring
inclusivity via Drama Education. Drama Victoria will continue to invest in professional
development that assists teachers in the implementation of programs that promote acceptance
and understanding through dramatic exploration. This will enable teachers to equip children
and young people with the knowledge and skills to participate in, and contribute to, our diverse
society as active and informed citizens – interacting harmoniously with diverse cultures and
abilities.
Next year we will continue to bridge the tyranny of distance for our regional members via
webinars and industry partnership workshops that can tour to regional areas. We will also
continue to support ‘The Aside Podcast’ – podcasts for drama teachers. These podcasts
have been conceived by Nick Waxman, one of our Drama Victoria members, who has been
committed to creating resources that can be accessed by all.
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Drama Australia National
Conference 2018
Hosted by Drama Victoria
Andrew Byrne and Meg Upton
Conference Co-Convenors 2018

Drama Victoria’s Annual Conference went national last year! CONTINUUM: drama education
past, present and future was a resounding success! We welcomed drama and theatre educators
from around Australia and New Zealand to the Victorian College of the Arts in Melbourne for
two full days and an optional masterclass on the Sunday. 2018 was the first year Drama Victoria
hosted the Drama Australia conference since 2009 and it also coincided with our 50th Birthday
as an association.
There was a total of 252 delegates who attended the Friday and Saturday program plus a special
masterclass on the Sunday. The delegates came from Victoria, with others travelling from across
Australia and even from New Zealand. We hosted 27 trade stalls over the two days including
interstate companies. We were welcomed by the DV President, Eli Erez, the Drama Australia
President, John Saunders and the International Drama in Education Association President
(IDEA), Robin Pascoe. A truly national and international representation of drama education!
Thank you to the Boon Wurrung foundation and Janet Galpin for a moving Welcome to Country
and to Mitch Tambo from True Culture for his dynamic performance. Their contribution gave
deep meaning to the conference theme, CONTINUUM.
The keynote on day one was the presentation of the commissioned ethnographic performance
‘The Greatest Love of All’ scripted by University of Melbourne researchers Richard Sallis, Jane
Bird and Kelly McConville. As part of the Drama Australia Archive project, fifty legends of
drama education were interviewed by Drama Victoria. The interviews offered raw research
data then used by the researchers to craft a compelling ethnographic performance exploring
drama education in Victoria from its conception as a professional organisation and subject in
schools, to its current structure and presence in the Victorian Curriculum. Performed by drama
teachers, about drama teachers, presented to drama teachers – there were moments that
evoked laughter, strong memories and tears. Directed by Andrew Byrne and Nina Rossini from
the DV Committee of Management, we sincerely thank them and the volunteer actors for their
time, talent and commitment to bringing the research to life. Coinciding with the performance
we welcomed many ‘legends’ who had contributed to the interviews, and the installation of
the Drama Victoria Archive project, coordinated by Robyn Kay.
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Photo credit: Red Book Photography

To conclude the first day’s program, Drama Victoria welcomed local and national delegates to
a joyous celebration of the DV 50th birthday. We had a DJ and dancing, dress ups, a GIF booth,
speeches from a beginning, mid-career and legendary drama educator, and quite a bit of fun
and frivolity.
The keynote on day two was the dynamic Indigenous artist Jacob Boehme who delivered
a thought-provoking presentation on ways in which traditional Indigenous performance
methodologies can be integrated with contemporary theatre practices and drama pedagogy to
create new theatrical forms. Significantly, Jacob offered a provocation to the gathered delegates
about how such methodologies and practices might impact national drama curriculum. The
conversation in the auditorium was rich, indicating that drama educators nationally are hungry
for ways to incorporate Indigenous content and performance making into their teaching. Many
delegates commented that this was a key ‘take-away’ from the conference.
The two day participatory program consisted of research paper presentations, workshops,
masterclasses, forums and tours, offering our delegates a rich array of content to provoke,
energise and offer many opportunities for professional practice and networked conversations.
Congratulations to the following Drama Victoria Education Award recipients:
ROB GALBRAITH AWARD – Giulia Mormile – Balcombe Grammar School
CHARLES SLUCKI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP – Jade Kemp – Mildura Senior College
DRAMA VICTORIA RECOGNITION OF TEACHING EXCELLENCE – Lyndy Clarke – Caulfield
Grammar, Wheelers Hill
DRAMA VICTORIA LIFE MEMBER (posthumous) – Ron Danielson
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A special congratulations to Dr Jo Raphael, Deakin University, who was the recipient of the
Drama Australia President’s Award, rewarding a 35 year commitment to drama education
locally, nationally and internationally.
In the final session, each State and Territory organisation provided a snapshot of the current
status of drama education, the challenges and the opportunities that membership, new
curriculum, advocacy and policy offer, as well as the key professional learning that each
organisation provides to its members.
A massive shout out to our superstar volunteers, a mix of pre-service drama education students,
recent graduates, and a couple of legends too. We could not run the conference as smoothly as
we do without their dedication and enthusiasm.
Hosting a national conference was a joy, and one that required an act of trust from the Australian
drama education community. As conference convenors, we sincerely hope we delivered on
that trust and that all who attended, participated and presented were reinvigorated by what it
offered. We thank the Director of Programs, Fiona Bechtold, and Drama Victoria Administrator,
Suzie Martens, for their coordination, planning and tireless attention to detail. We thank the
Committee of Management for their support.

A scene from the Ethnodrama performance ‘The Greatest of All’ co-researched and written
by Dr Richard Sallis, Dr Jane Bird and Kelly McConville from Melbourne University, as part of
the Drama Australia National Conference 2018, hosted by Drama Victoria which celebrated
its 50th year as a drama association.
Photo credit: Red Book Photography
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Reflections on Renewal

Jane Polley
Director of Projects, Drama Australia
Curriculum Leader: The Arts, Tasmanian Department of
Education
Sometimes there is a confluence of events that creates a memorable moment in time. On the
Winter Solstice, in Hobart 2019, a national and even international gathering of drama educators,
researchers, academics, artists and applied theatre makers came together for Renewal, the
national Drama Australia Symposium during the iconic Dark Mofo Festival. The culmination
of a year of planning and collaboration, the symposium thrummed with energy, as delegates
shared their passions and their provocations. It was important for Drama Tasmania as hosts
to give our guests typical Tasmanian hospitality: excellent food, a warm corner to sit, beautiful
wine, and some cutting edge art. Renewal was an art gathering within an art festival.
As programmers, Associate Professor Mary Mooney and I, wanted to give some shape to
the program without being restrictive. The concept of Renewal became the unifying idea
arising from the ancient ideas around the solstice being a time of ritual, transition, rebirth
and self‑reflection. The themes of the conference: renewing your teaching practices shaped
by policy agendas, revitalising your drama pedagogy through teaching/research and
regenerating your practice with aesthetic implications were realised by our impressive array
of presenters. The metanarrative of the symposium was that the very act of coming together
as a community is an act of regeneration and recreation. The other maybe covert agendas; of
privileging First Nations voices and perspectives, of honouring women and the contribution
they have made to Drama Australia and making sure we are not resting on our laurels, were
also woven into our thinking.
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We always intended the opening keynote to be about a Palawa (Tasmanian Aboriginal)
theatrical voice so the playwright Nathan Maynard and his play ‘A Not So Traditional Story’
were the perfect fit. Sam Routledge, the Artistic Director of Terrapin Theatre and Denni Proctor,
a young Palawa performer both spoke about the successful Tasmanian tour of Maynard’s play.
It is an allegorical tale that interweaves Palawa Kani (the reclaimed Tasmanian Aboriginal
language) a classic hero and heroine’s journey, puppetry, physical theatre and a humorous yet
robust look at the betrayal of a stranger. The Tasmanian Aboriginal community is an incredibly
proud community of survivors and Maynard, through his plays, beguiles us with humour
and poignancy and then speaks his truth with devastating effect. The Tasmanian settler/
invasion story was so incredibly brutal in Tasmania and the betrayal by the colonialists was
unambiguous. If we can use theatre to understand our past, perceive the present and imagine
a future, then our relationship with each other on this land is surely one of our most important
issues.
At a gathering such as Renewal it can be a time to honour our leaders and it was time to
honour Professor Emeritus Robyn Ewing. She encapsulates the notion of the sage. A woman
of deep wisdom, discerning knowledge and a fierce advocate, she is also profoundly good.
She is generous, kind and humble and she works incredibly hard. There are truly not many
people like Professor Ewing and her own self- deprecation can mask her level of achievement
and her international standing. So it was important we marked her contribution to the drama
education story in a conversation with Dr Mary Ann Hunter. Associate Professor Sue Davis
launched Ewing’s monograph ‘Drama-rich pedagogy and becoming deeply literate’ at the
symposium. The drama education community is characterised by a strong cohort of female
leaders, thinkers and educators. Being both in the realm of education and the arts, it has been
a space where women, and other marginalised voices, people who are LGBTI, people of colour,
First Nations people are perhaps given a place to redefine themselves, to reconstruct the old
narratives. That is something we need to keep asking ourselves.
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Coming together as a community it becomes clear there is a wealth of knowledge and experience,
innovative practice and strong clear pedagogy. We should be proud of the work we do with the
gamut of young people, teachers and learners across a range of settings and producing works
of connection and beauty. But we also need to be activists, to question neoliberal agendas
and do a lot of work. If we are a mostly white, mostly middle class cohort then we need to be
encouraging and placing voices of those that are not white and middle class into positions of
power. We cannot call ourselves a tribe. That word is not ours to appropriate. We need to be
careful what we say and understand the implications of what we do. We need to read ‘other’
authors, follow ‘other’ influencers on social media and see theatre made by ‘others’. We can be
cultural change makers and we influence the next generation. I look forward to continuing the
journey with you.
I would like to acknowledge the support, guidance and influence of the Drama Australia board
to convene Renewal, especially John Nicholas Saunders and the amazing boutique team of
Drama Tasmania: Sally Fielding, Kelly Howell, Mary Ann Hunter, Helen Sweeney, Clare Latham,
Liz Harper and Darren Sangwell and archivist Michelle Weeding.
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“Renewal” – The Drama
Australia Symposium

21-22 June 2019 in Hobart, Tasmania
Rebecca Wigg
Rebecca Wigg is the current Membership Secretary for Drama South Australia and has been in the role of
Secretary since the revival of the state association in 2015. Rebecca is in her ninth year of Drama teaching
across a range of sites in South Australia and England, and is passionate about regular professional
learning as vital assets in remaining connected and sources of continuous inspiration as an educator.

“Renewal” Drama Australia Symposium Day 1 began wonderfully in the IMAS Building located
on the stunning waterfront at Salamanca. After a beautiful Welcome to Country, Drama
Australia President John Nicholas Saunders welcomed delegates from across Australia, New
Zealand and even Ireland before Minister for the Arts Elise Archer MP - Liberal Member for
Clark officially opened the Symposium. The Drama Tasmania team proudly spoke about the
program.
Terrapin Theatre Company Artistic Director Sam Routledge presented ‘A Not So Traditional
Keynote’ joined by actress Denni Proctor. They discussed the development of the important
work “A Not So Traditional Story,” which has been performed to 40% of Tasmanian primary
students sharing Indigenous theatre and truth-telling through puppetry and humour. They
spoke about how using puppetry helps audiences create a strong sense of empathy. Such an
inspiring an engaging keynote presentation!
Over afternoon tea, delegates enjoyed an exciting, heart-warming and joyful performance
from Rosny College Taiko Drumming Group. The performance celebrated students of a range
of abilities as they showcased their passion and pride through their performance on

“Renewal” Drama Australia Symposium – Day 1.
Some workshop highlights!
Linda Nicholls-Gidley and Simon Masterton presented “This is not a drill: Revitalising voice and
speech exercises for the classroom.” This workshop was fun and hands-on as we played with
a range of Knight-Thompson speech work strategies, with delegates reflecting on how we can
inspire and challenge our students to celebrate their unique voice and how they can stretch
and extend to take risks.
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Drama Tasmania’s Helen Sweeney presented a workshop on ‘The Carlendity dilemma: A role
play around sustainability and its ripple effects.’ This session focused on a process-drama
where students took on roles as key members of fictional town Carlendity, which was faced
with the dilemma of introducing a new crop and its impact on the sustainability and democracy
of the town.
Delegates enjoyed networking over drinks before many groups took the opportunity to explore
the aptly timed Dark Mofo Festival, with a range of art installations and performances on offer
around Hobart, and the wonderful Winterfeast, where delegates could share in rich winter
treats and conversation.

Highlights of Day 2 of “Renewal” the 2019 Drama
Australia Symposium
Moya Thomas led an inspiring and hands-on workshop “Slippery Identities: Live Art and
theatre education,” where delegates created a range of work exploring provocations and the
contemporary drivers in art that inform theatre.
Nina Rossini’s workshop “Rekindling your mojo” allowed delegates the chance to reflect and
share their experiences and concerns in their Drama teaching, while exploring these concepts
through performance work utilising our scarves.
Along with workshops, “Renewal” also presented current research papers from a range of
Drama educators and academics including Rachael Jacobs, Meg Upton, Carol Carter, and the
2019 winner of the Drama Australia President Award Dr Richard Sallis. It’s wonderful to hear so
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much research exploring the many and varied ways Drama pedagogy and strategies are being
championed in a range of different contexts. Robyn Ewing also launched her Drama Australia
Monograph entitled “Drama-rich pedagogy and becoming deeply literate.” It will be available
for purchase at the Drama Australia online store soon.
Delegates came together at the end of “Renewal” to have rich discussions on three core topics
that came out of the Symposium – connecting research with practice, the preservice training
crisis, and advocating for Drama in education – convincing authorities of the importance of
Drama. One summation from “Renewal,” was “the shared learning and research from the
ensemble of Drama teachers here inspires us to revitalise our Drama practice.”
Drama Tasmania handed over to Drama Queensland who will be hosting the next Drama
Australia National Conference “2020 Vision” in Brisbane on 16-18 April 2020.
Congratulations to the Drama Tasmania and Drama Australia teams for an incredible
Symposium!
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